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Fracture Analysis Diagram Procedures for the 
Fracture-Safe Engineering Design of Steel Structures< 1 ) 

w S. PELUNl and P. P. PUZAK* 

Those wlla have a "users" interest in the ffa ctuTe literature 
\Viii find lhat many Df the papers 00 the subject cover toa 
narrow li span af interesl to be lIseful for lhe solution af 
pract ical problems. Attempts by 1ay readers to in tegrate the 
available fund of knowledge have f10undered 011 the sheer 
impossibility af coping with a mass Df apparently 
contradictory informatiol1. 

This report is presented as a summary Df the status Df 
integra tion Df avai lable knowledge, atlained by the authors 
as the result af almost 15 years af concentrated research 
effort and detai]ed study af the literature in the field. 
During this period, lhe objective af developing a practical 
engineeri ng approach to the fracture prob lem was a matter 
of considerable urgency due to a steady succession of 
service fa ilures, many of which required immediate solu
tions and the acceptance af responsibility for the salutians. 
In many cases the solutions were provided with the clear 
knawledge that military objectives, life, and property values 
in terms of millions of dollars hinged on the decisions. Such 
items, which rarely creep into formal technical publica-

• tions , are worthy of note to highlight the "firing line" 
atmosphere which provided the impetus to analyze all 
available information to the limit. Except for this atmos
phere , lhis report would not have been written. 

The confidence which was developed during this long 
period of test and retest of concepts, is now expressed in 
the presentation of a detailed "package approach" to the 
engineering problem of fracture-safe designo The approach 
covers intermediate and low-strength steels, commonly 
referenced as the structural grades, in the form of plates, 
forgings, weldments, castings and combinations of these. 
Tile elements of this package include: (I) practical testing 
procedures suitable to anybody's laboratory, (2) simplicity 
of an analysis which is understandable to the general 
engineering field, (3) nexibility in applicati.9n to a wide 
gamut of engineering structures- from 5/8 inch tllick plate 
weldments t o castings and forgings of thickness measured in 
terms of feet, (4) extensive documentation with respect to 
a wide range of service failures and simu la ted service tests, 
and (5) an extensive background of successful applications 
of the test procedures to a wide range of structu res in 
present service to serve as a basis for confidence. 

Despite the length of this report, it unfortunately 
remains as a severe abridgement of the total approach 
package developed by the authors. The intent is to provide 

a base-line presentation , which will make future discussions 
of more detailed aspects understandab le within a frame
work of basic reference. 

*Metallurgy Division, U. $. Naval Research Laboratory, Washington , 
De. 

(I )NRL Rcport 5920, reprinted with permission or lhe Naval 
Rescarch Laboratory. 
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Concept of the Fracture 
Analysis Diagram 

Brittle fractures are characterized by the propagation 
of cracks at velacities of several thousand feed per second. 
The fractures are observed to be normal to wall surfaces 
(square-break) and of crystalline tex ture, indicating that the 
individual grains af the steel fractured by cieavage of crystal 
planes. In general, there is very little visible evidence of 
plastic flow, except for thin tIns ar "shear lips" at the free 
surfaces of the crack. In contrast, ductile fractures show a 
45 degree shear tear involving severe plastic deformatian of 
the individual grains; in effeet, the "shear lip" covers the 
entire fracture surface. Except for certain types ofultrahigh 
strength steels, and nonferrous alloys, the 45 degree shear 
fractures develop only by the application of gross plastic 
'overloads approaehing the ultimate tensile strength of the 
stee!. The propagation of such fractures proceeds only at 
the rates of continued reapplication of the plastic overloads 
and therefore with very high· absorption energy. Britt le 
fractures, an the other hand, are propagated in a manner 
which may be described as "spontaneous" in that the small 
amount of required driving ene.rgy is entirely derived from 
the release of elastic s.tra in energy . 

Brittle fract ures may be initiated at conventionaI design 
leveis of nominal elastic stress, provided certain other 
conditions are satisfied, as falJows: (1) a flaw such as a 
crack or sharp notch is present, (2) the stress is af sufficient 
intensity to develop a small amount of deformation at the 
n'otch tip, and (3) the service temperature is low enough to 
promote cleavage fracture of the deformed metal crystals at 
the notch tipo 

In other words, the initiation of fracture at nominal 
elastic load leveis is determined by the c1eavage cracking 
tendencies of a small volume af steel at notch tips. If 
"crackless" plastic flow occurs at the notch tip, the 
structure is not endangered because a surrounding larger 
volume of metal readily assumes the burden af supporting 
the stress. J f cleavage cracking oceurs, a sharp natural crack 
front is extended into the metal by a high-speed repetition 
of the crack tip cleavage process, resulting in a "propaga
tion" af the brittle fracture. 

\Vith decreasing temperatures, the transition from 
ductile behavior at crack tips to cleavage behavior is 
developed "sharply" in a narrow temperature range. The 
"sharpness" of the transition provides the basis for what is 
generally termed the transition temperature approach to 
the frac ture problem. In the prior use af the transition 
temperature approach, the basic problem has been that flaw 
size and stress factors were not interpretable. That is to say, 
the transition temperature approach was based simply on 
correlations of certain leveis of notch bar fracture tough
ness that appeared to separa te corresponding service tem
peratures of fa ilure from those of no failure, namely , 
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FIGURE 1 - Transition temperature features of steels_ 

Charpy V correlations for fractured ships. T he fraclure 
analysis diagram approach was developed from concepts 
evolved by the senior author W. S. Pellini in 1961-lhese 
concepts involving a meshing of frac ture mechanics flaw 
size and stress factors with the transit ion tempera ture test 
approach. By combining the best features of lhe two 
approaches, there emerged the first pract ical, analy tical 
method for the engineering design of fracture-safe struc
tures. 

The design method is based on a genera lized stress
temperature diagram for fracture initiation and crack anes t. 
This diagram may be related to the service temperatu re by 
determination of one of several significan t re fe rence transi
lion temperatures. A simple method for determining a 
reference transition temperature is provided by the drop
weight test or by the Charpy-V test as correlated with lhe 
drop-weight test. This reference temperature is designated 
as the nil ductility transition temperature-NDT tem-pera
lure .l ,2 

The significance of the NDT temperature may be 
brought out by discussion of lhe gene ral effec ts of 
temperature on the frac ture stress transi ti on of steels 
(Figu re 1). A tlaw·free steel is illustra ted to develop a 
gradually increasing tnesile strength (TS) and yield strength 
(YS) with decreasing temperature; the increase in yield 
stre ngth is greater than that of the tensi le strength, resu lting 
in coincidence at some very low temperature. At the 
temperature of coincidence, tensile duc tility as measured 
by elangation ar reduction of area (plastic fl ow) is 
decreased to essentially zero ar nil value. This temperature 
may be considered as the NDT temperature in the absence 
of a flaw. ]f a small , sharp tlaw is placed in the test 
specimen, su ch as a plate, a decreased leveI of fracture stress 
is obtained in the t ransition range as indicated by the 
dashed curve labeled "fracture stress decrease due to small, 
sharp flaw." The highest temperature at which the decreas
ing fractu re stress for fracture initiat ion due to the small 
flaw becomes contiguous with the yield strength curve of 
the steel is defined as the nil duetility transition (NDT) 
temperature. Below the NDT ternperature the fracture 
stress curve for the small flaw follows the course of the 
yie ld strength curve, as indicated by the continuation o f the 
dashed curve to lower temperatures. The arrows poin ting 
down fram the NDT point indicate that increases in the 
flaw size result in progressive lowering af the fracture stress 
curve to lower leveis of nominal st ress. As an approxima-
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FIGURE 2 - Features of large-scale fracture initiation and 

fractu[e_~rest tests. 

tion, the fracture stress is inverse ly proportion<ll to the 
square roat of the fbw size. The resulting family af fracture 
stress curves are characterized by a cotnmon temperature 
effect, involving a marked increase in the stress required for 
fractuTe as the temperature is increased above the NOT 
temperature. 

A curve noted as crack arrest temperature (CAT) is 
drawn to represent the fracture arres! re lationship be tween 
stress and temperature. The CAT curve rep resents the 
temperature af anest af a propagating brittle fracture for 
various leveis of applied nominal stress. The crack anest 
lemperature for a stress levei equal to the yie ld strength has 
been defined by the authors in previous reports as the 
"'fracture transition elastic" (FTE) temperature and marks 
lhe highesl tempera ture af fracture propagation for purely 
elastic loads. Similarly, the "fracture transilian plaslic" 
(FTP) temperature has been defined as the tempera ture 
above which fractures are entirely shear, i.e., show no 
center regioos of cleavage frac ture , and the stress required 
for fracture approximates the tensile strength of the steel. 
The lower shelf in the range of 5 to 8 ksi , labeled as the 
"lower st res li mit for fraclure propagation" represents Ule 
stress levei, below which fracture propagation is not 
possible because the minimum , small amount of elastic 
strain energy release required for continued propagation of 
brittle frac tures is not aUained. 

The various types of tests which have provided data 
required to chart this diagram are illustrated in F igure 2. 
Crack arrest tests may be conducted with a composite plate 
comprising a britt le plate welded to a "test" pia te , sketch 
(A). After the assembly is brought to a specific temperature 
and stress levei, "forced" initiation of a fracture in the 
brit t le pia te by wedge impact is used to develop a rapid ly 
running bri ttle frac ture. The fracture continues th rough the 
'"test" steel or slops, depending on whether the tempera
ture is below or above the CAT for the steel at the specific 
stress levei of the test. A sedes of tests are conducted to 
establish the boundary of the "run" and "stop" tempera
tures. Variations af this test inc1ude wedge impact starting 
of a fraetme in the test plate itself, sketch (B), or in a 
prolongation of the lest pia te , which is cooled to low 
temperatures. Data on crack anest properties at stresses and 
temperatures above the FTE point have been obtained 
primarily by the use of crack-starter explosion tests , 

, 



FIGURE 3 - Drop·weight test specimen (2 x 5 x 5/8 inch) 
before test (right) and after test at, or below, the NDT 
temperature (left), illustrating the function of the brittle 

weld as a "crack starter" flaw. 

sketches (C) and (O), to be explained. FrP performance in 
this test is indicated by the developrnent of a deep 
hemispherical bulge with fractures restricted to short, shear 
tears, sketch (O). 

Large·scale. fracture initiation tests have beeo con
ducted by introducing flaws (fatigue cracks, bri ttle weld 
cracks, etc.) of various dimensions in a test plate and 
loading to establish the fractore stress, s~etches (E) and (F). 
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate that the family of dashed curves 
representing the fracture initiation stress for various tlaw 
sizes are bounded or "cut off" by the CAT curve . TlUs 
curve begins to rise sharply at the NOT temperature with a 
slope such that the CAT for yield stress loading (FTE) is 
reached aI NOT + 60 F and FrP properties are reached at 
NOT+ 120F. 

The importance of the NDT temperature as a relerence 
poinl for lhe generalized diagram resides in the fact that it 
may be determined easily by the use of the drop-weight 
test. Figure 3 illustrates a drop-weight test specimen before 
and after test below the NOT temperature. The drop-weight 
test features the use of a bri tt le weld bead which cracks on 
"bend" loading to the yield point of the testo plªte surface. 
The resulting brittle crack represents the starting flaw Of 

notch. The size of tlUs flaw (approximately 1/2 x 1/4 inch) 
characterizes the test as a "small tlaw" initiation test. A 
stop placed beneath the center poiot of the specimen span 
restricts the tes t loading to stress conditions involving 
incipient yielding. The specimen shown represents the 
srnallest size of a series of sizes that may be used. 1

,2 Figure 
4 illustrates the simplicity of the test equipment; details of 
the anvil are evident from the enlargement. The samples are 
brought to a desired temperature, placed on the tes t anvil , 
and the weight released to provide for loading to the point 
controlled by the stop_ As illustrated by Figure 5, a series 
of specimens are tested at la F intervals- the highest 
temperature of "break" indicates the NDT of the steel. The 
sharp transition from «break" to "no break" at the NDT 
temperature resuIts from the marked increase in the leveIs 
of deformation required for fracture initia tion at tempera· 
tures above the NOT. This feature is illustrated by the steep 
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FIGURE 4 - Drop·weight test equipment (left); details of 
anvil for 2 x 5 x 5/8 inch specimens (right). 

+IO°F (NDT) 

FIGURE 5 - Typical drop-w eight test series, illustrating an 

NDT at 10 F. 

slope of the fracture stress curve which corresponds to 
"small tlaw" condition of the drop·weight test at tempera· 
tures above the NDT poiot, Figures 1 and 2. 

Figure 6 documeots the high resistance to fracrure 
initiatioo exhibited by the sarne steel shown in Figure .:5 for 
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FIGUR E 6 - Open anvil test series illustrating bend 
deformatia" (ductility) developed at temperatu res above the 
NDT temperature as compared to the "flat break" at and 

below the NDT temperature. 
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tests at temperatures above the NOT, with a special 
demonstration series featuring ao apeo span (no stop). 
Unlike most laboratory ffacture tests which tend to develop 
data scalter, the drop-weight test is highly reproducible. 
Another [eature af the test is -that it is insensitive to 
orientation with respect to rolling ar forging direction. This 
is due to the fac t that a small-flaw test specimen cao break 
only at a temperature af complete brittleness and britt le 
ffacture s are insensitive to orientatioI1. Thus, a steel is 
characterized by a single NOT , and problems of orientation 
definition are eliminated: 

The dramatic change in fracture toughness of stee ls 
over a relatively narrow temperature range is best iIlustrated 
by explosion crack-starter tests. In this test, plates con
ta ining the britt le crack·starter weld (thus- a small flaw 
condition) are explosion loaded while placed over a circular 
die . An explosive wafer is placed approximately 1·1 /2 foot 
above the test plate so as to develop gas pressure loading 
rather than a spalling type contact loading. In the absence 
of the- c Íack-starter weld, the plates would develop a 
hemispherical bulge with a nat rim , representing the edge 

60' 80' 

160'F 

fiGURE 7 - Explosion crack-start~r test series in 20 F steps illustrating the dramatic increase in 
fracture toughness of steels above the NDT temperature (for the steel shown, NDT = 20 F, FTE '" 70 
F, and FTP= 140 F). 
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regions af explasive "hald dawn" against the die support 
face. 

Figure 7 presents a panoramic view af the dramatic 
temperature effect in 20 F steps, for a World \Var rI ship 
plate steeI test series. At and belaw the NOT temperature 
(20 F for this steel), the test plates break "flat." Above the 
NOT temperature the plates bulge befare fracture, indi
q.ifficult (pIastic strain required) starting of the fracture. In 
canfarmance with tlle pIastic strain-temperature relation
ships af the small flaw fracture initiatian curve at tempera
tures above the NDT temperature , the levei af pre-ffacture 
bulging (plastic stress leveIs) increases continuously with 
increasing temperature in the NDT to FTP range. The 
fractures, once started, run through the "hold do~n" 
regians of the bulge (elastically loaded die supported 
regions) at all temperatures below the FTE. At tempera
tures above the FTE, the frac tures are entirely contained in 
the plastic loaded regions of the bulge (shart fractures) . 
Above the FTP temperature only short , ductile tears are 
developed, even with the intentional forcing of deformation 
to a complete hemisphere, as shown by the 160 F test pIa te 
of the series. The FTP temperature is approximately 120 F 
above the NDT tempcrature. These results ~_h-ave been 
confirmed for a wide variety of steels and for plates up to 3 
inches thick . 

By reference to Figure 8, we may now relate drop
weight and explosion tes t performance to the frac ture 
allalysis diagram, as follows: 

I. NiI ductili ty ( frae ture of drop-weight specimens and 
flat break in explosion tests) occurs at and below the NOT 
temperatures. 

2. Leveis of prefracture bulge deformation increase as 
test temperatures are raised abave the NDT temperatures. 

3. Abave the FT E temperature, fractu res do not run 
through the elastic load or "hold down" regions, thus 
indicating the CA T for yield stress loading has been 
exceeded. 

4 . Propagation of partially brittIe fractures through the 
plastically deformed center regioos of bulge are developed 
inthe range between lhe FIE and ITP temperalUres_ 

5. Short , shcar tears are developed above the FTP 
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FIGUR E 9 - Generalized fracture analysis diagramo as 
referenced by the NDT temperature. 

temperature . The use of unusually Iarge amounts of 
explosives results in the development of a deep bulge. 

The observed increase in fracture toughness with 
increasing temperature is characterized by the gradual 
transition of the fracture surfaces from a completely brittle 
fract ure, except for very thin (visible with magnification) 
shear lips at and belaw the NDT, to heavy shear lips ( 1/8 
inch) at FTE, and to full shear at and above the FrP. These 
various observations were first made during a period of 
extellsive testing of a wide variety of plate steels in 
1950-1953. The terminology and interpretation of NDT, 
FTE, and FTP, which was developed during this early 
period remains valid; however, a more exact definition of 
the nature of the events is now possibIe based on crack 
'arrest data and "flaw size" fracture stress data deveIoped by 
other investogators. 

The approximate range of flaw sizes required for 
fracture initiation at various leveis of nominal stress are 
illustrated by the generalized fracture analysis diagram of 
Figure 9. The flaw size data have been derived from a \Vide 
variety af small flaw tests, from limited studies of tensile 
tests with large flaws introdueed into I and 3/4 inch th ick 
plates, and from theoretical fracture mechanics concepts 
deve10ped by G. R. Irwin. 3 Validation is provided by a 
large amount of failure and structural test data, to be 
presented. The generalized diagram presents a family of 
fracture initiation curves relating to a range of flaw sizes. 
These range from f1aws of less than I ineh (top dashed 
curve) to flaws in the order of 1 to 2 feet (bottom dashed 
curve). It should be noted that ali initiation curves have 
been drawn to show a rapidl)' increasing requirement for 
higher stresses with increasing temperature above the NDT 
temperature. The actual slope and shape of the "rising" 
portions af the initiation curves represent estimates based 
on the general slope of the crack arrest curve. 

The diagram predicts that for a given leveI of stress, 
larger flaw sizes will be required for fracture ini tiation 
above the NOT temperature. For example, at stresses in the 
order af 3/4 YS, a f1aw in the order of 8 to 10 inches may 
be sufficient to initiate fracture below the NDT tempera
ture; however, at NDT + 30 F, a f1aw of 1-1/2 to 2 times 
this size may be required for initiation. To the right of the 
CAT, there is "no flaw" that is ofsufficient size to initiate 
fracture because propagation of brittle fractures is not 
possible. It should be notcd that the nominal stress plotted 
in this diagram is the stress acting on the volume of material 
within which the flaw resides. Thus, for a flaw residing in 
the shell region of apressure vessel , the nominal stress is the 
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FIGURE 11 - The lower graph iIIustrates the temperature 
determined for the NOT, EBT. and FTE for 12 steels; the 
data relating to each stesl are connected by a reference fine. 
The "D.t" relationships of the EBT and FTE to the NDT 
temperature are summarized in the upper graph. The crack 

arrest curve drawn in the top graph represents the " mean 
position" CAT curve indicated by the "&" data points. 

shell stress vector component; for a flaw residing at a nozzle 
the nominal stress is the higher levei of stress acting at that 
particular position in the nozzle. 

Experimental Basis for the 
Location of the CA T Curve 

We shall first diseuss the basis for the shape of the CA T 
curve and of its position with respcct to the NOT 
temperatur~. The basis is found in a compilation of all 
available crack arrest da ta for steel plates lhal alsa had been 
tested with the drop-weight test to establish the NDT 
temperature. Figure 10 ilJustrates a typical corre lation of 
NDT and CAT data resulting frol11 tests eondueled by 
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Mosborg. 4 A series af combination plates comprising a 3/4 
inch lhiek ABS-C test plale of 5 foot widtll welded to a ) 
foot wide "crack-starter" plate provided the necessary 
specimens. These assemblies were loaded to stress leveis in 
lhe order of 1/2 the yie ld strength of the test sleel and a 
hammer blow was applied to a wedge inserted in a notch 
loealed at the edge of lhe briltle "eraek-starter" plate. A 
britt le fracture was thereby initiated which propagated 
across the starter plate and either stopped on entering lhe 
test plate ar continued through to complete fracture, 
depending on the test temperature. The data presented in 
Figure 10 illustrate a sharp cutoff in fracture propagatian at 
temperalures in the range of 30 to 35 F above lhe NDT 
temperatures of lhe three plates from Lhe same heat which 
were used to fabricate the specimens. At temperatures 
below the indieated CAT curve, ali tests resuHed in 
complete fracture, while at higher tcmperatures the fracture 
stopped 011 enlering the test pia te. 

A summary of Esso bri!!le temperature (EBT) craek 
arresLd.ata for a wide variety of 3/4 to I inch structural 
steel plates is provided in Figure 11. The EBT test differs 
from the Mosborg type test in that lhe bri ttle "slarter" 
plale is nol used , ffacture initiatioTl_ is obtained in the test 
plate by the appUcatian of a local "overstress," due to the 
wedge ac tion. The test plate width is ordinarily in the order 
of 16 inches; however, tests also have been conducted for 6 
foot wide plates. The EBT tests were conducted at the 
18-ksi stress levei, i.e., at approximately 1/2 the yield 
st rength af the test steels. These steels are common)y used 
in the fabrication of large storage tanks in the United States 
and in England (full details are avai lable from Reference 5). 
The NDT and FTE tests were conducted by the au thors 
using material provided by the Essa authors. 

The lower graph pravides the individual data poin ts for 
each steel. The diagram at the top of the figure summ,!rizes 
the "6t" temperature relationship of the EBT and FIE 
temperatures to the NDT temperatures. The EBT crack 
arres! poinl for the 18-ksi stress levei as defined by these 
tests appears to have a mean position af 25 F above lhe 
NDT. The FTE crack arrest point fo r the yie ld stress levei 
has a mean position of 45 F above the NDT. 

. A similar summary af ali available correlation data is 
prese nted in Figure 12. These include the data presented in 
Figures 10 and I I plus the resuHs obtained for other stee ls' 
using the isothermal (Tk) Robertson, 3 foot "brittle" plus 3 
foot "test" composite plates, and 6 foot test plates. Except 
for the FTE explosion tests, ali data are for stress leveis 
approximating 1/2 the yield slrength of the test steeIs. 
Based on a "high end" of the correlation range, lhe CAT 
point is defined as 30 F above the NOT temperature for 
stress leveis in the order of 1/2 the yield strength and 60F 
above the NDT for stress leveis in the order of the yield 
strength. There are two Iimitatians to these data: the 
correlations are primarily for steels in the 3/4 to 1- ) /4 inch 
plate thickness range because of test machine limitations, 
and ali tests except the FTE type are for stresses in the 
order of 1/2 the yield strength. Neither of Ihese Iimitations 
is seriaus, because service failure data for thick sections do 
not disclose propagation above the CAT curve (as gener
alized), and explosion bu lge tests of 3 inch thick plate 
confirm the " plus 60 F" loeation point for the FIE of 
thick plates. 

It should be noted tha t gradiellt temperature Robert
son tests are not included in this com pila tion. I t has been 
estab lished by 3ritish investigators that lhe correet CAT is 
defined by Lhe isothermal temperature test. The Robertson 
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FIGU RE 12 - Summarizat ion of "6.t" CAT data for 32 

steels, representing a wide variety of tests conducted at stress 

leveis of approximately 1/2 the yield .strength levei of the 

various steels. A t ota l of 14 steels w ere also tested by the 
eXI:Jlosion crack starter test to establish the "6t" FTE (CAT 
for YS leveI) . These data represent the bases fo r the fracture 

analysis diagram location of the CAT curve referenced to the 

NDT point. 

gradient test CA T curve rises sharply at the NDT tempera
ture, somewhat like the vertical Une drawn in Figure 12. 
rhis feature has led to the conc\usion by British investi-

. gators lhat the NDT correlates with the Robertson gradient 
test CAT. 

These data clearly illustrale that the sim pie and 
inexpensive drop-weight test may be used to es tablish the 

. CAr of a steel, thus eliminating the requirement for 
conducting time-consuming and expensive series of large
scale crack arrest tests. 

Experimental Basis for the Location 
of the Fracture Initiation Curves 

We shall discuss next the basis for the location in the 
diagram of the fracture illi tiation curves for various flaw 
sizes. It is well-known that with small, sharp cracks, loading 
of the test plate to the yie ld point i5 required for fractu re 
initiation at tempera tures below the NDT temperature. In 
effect, this signifies that net sect ion yielding is required for 
ffactu re initiation for a small flaw that is not of sufficien t 
lellgth to provide for a significant amount of transfer of 
stresses from the unsupported central zone to·-·the_ flaw tip 
ends. As the flaw size increases, the stress transfer action is 
accentuated, thus causing yielding to occur at the fl aw tip 
ends of nominal, applied stress leveIs in the el astic range. 

Tests conducted by BalteUe Memorial lnsti tu te (BMI) 
investigators Martin and Rieppel for the Ship Structure 
Committee7 have contributed important information on 
the illitiation stress for flaws of a wide range of dimensions. 
These tests involved the use of a 2 foot diameter "test" 
section of 3/4 inch thick steel plate which was insert 
welded into an alloy steel sphere of 9 foot diameter. The 
test section steel was a relatively brittle ship plate material 
with an NDT temperature of 30 F. Flaws of various lengths 
were introduced into the test sect ion by machining a groove 
and rewelding, using a brittle weld, as illustrated at lhe top 
in Figure 13_ The dep lh of the briltle cracks ranged from 
Hthrough" Ihickness (3/4 inch) to 1/2 thickness (3/8 inch), 
and the le ngth of these cracks ranged from approximately 4 
to 16 inches. The sphere was pressurized hydrostatically 
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F IG UR E 13 - Summary of hydrostatic test shell stresses 

required for the initiation of fracture for flaws of 4, 8, and 

16 inch dimensions. Ali tests were conducted at temperatures 
ranging from 5 to 20 F below the NDT temperature of the 

test stee l (a 3/4 inch thi ck ship platel. 

wit h chilled brine, result ing in temperatures ranging frum 
·10 lo 25 F ; thus ali tesls were conducled below the NDT 
temperature of the test steel. The sphere was constructed of 
a quenched and tempered steel having an NDT tempera ture 
of approximately -60 F, with the intent of providing for 
stopping of the crack as it propagated from the test plate 
in to the sphere. Thus, an extensive series of tests was 
conducted uti lizing a single pressure vessel which was weld 
.repaired by the insertion of a new 2 foot diameter b ritt le 
steel section for each flaw size test. 

A summary of the fracture initiation stress for the 
various flaws is provided in Figure 13 in re ference to the 
fracture analysis diagram of the test steel. The range of 
fracture stress indicated by lhe arrow for each flaw size (4, 
8, alld 16 inches) 1S cml'\ed partly by scatter; however, the 
fractu re stress for the "T" flaws generally reported to the 
bottom of the range while those of the "1 /2 r" flaws 
reporte d to the topo r he BMl relationships of flaw size ano 
fracture stress are in excellent agreement with failure data, 
as will be demonstrated in a subsequent section. 

Residual Stress Relationships to the 
Fracture Analysis Diagram 

For the case of structures that do not contain residual 
stresses, the st ress axis of the diagram represents stresses 
resulting frõm the applied loads. If residual st resses are 
present, it is necessary to add the residual stress component 
to the load stress component. Residual. stresses of high 
order may resu lt in the sum stress exceeding the elastic 
limit at low leveis of applied stresses. J n effect, the tlaw 
does not "know" the composite nature of the stress- the 
frac ture event is determined entirely by the "sum" inten
sity of stress acting on the volume of metal within which 
the flaw resides. A specific illustration is provided in the 
top left comer of Figure 14. rhis case is concerned with a 
small flaw localed in the weld and HAZ (heat
affected-zone) region which is subjected to a near yield 
point levei of stress resulting from a weld thermal cycle. 
This type of weld residual stress is known to act in a 
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FIGURE 14 - IlIustrating the fracture analysis diagram 
prediction that the NDT represents the highest temperature 
for the initiation of "Iow-stress" fractures in the presence of 
high residual stress fields_ Complete fractures are predicted 
for conditions such that the applied stress levei exceeds 5 to 
8 ksi; short fractures result jf the applied stress levei is less 
than this value. 

direction paraUel to the weld and to ex tend for distances of 
I to 2 pIa te lhicknesses from the weld cenlerline for plales 
of I lo 2 inch Ihickness. Fo r Ihicker plales, lhe rela lionship 
of I lo 2T does nol apply and eslimates indica te dislances 
not exceeding 2 to 3 inches. In other words, flaws lhat may 
be acted upon by such high intensity residual st ress fie lds 
may be expected to be of short ienglh (small naws) , 
otherwise lhe tip of the naw would extend outside af lhe 
peak slress zone. The excellent studies of \Ve lls,' Hall ,' and 
others in the area of " Iow-stress fracture " fit this descrip
tion. These studies have been based on the use o f welded 
plates featuring small flaws that are cut in the beve led edge 
prior to welding and remain as "buried" flaws acted upori 
by lúgh residual weld stresses; in other words, as indicated 
schematically by Ule drawing in lhe lop left of Figure 14. 

Now, the fracture analysis diagram interpretation of 
this situation is that the initiation of a " low-stress" brittle 
fracture in the testing of such buried flaw test plates .is 
entire ly controlled by the fracture initiation curve for small 
flaws. This is to say, loading to low leveis o f stress can 
result in fracture (low-stress fracture by definition) if the 
temperature is such as to provide for fracture initiation for 
conditions af incipient yielding at the flaw tip position. 
This is lhe case only below lhe NOT temperature. If 
appreciable plastic defor mation is required to initiate 
fracture (the case above NOT) the applied slress musl 
necessarily be raised in to lhe plastic range (high·stress 
fractu re by definilion) . The addi tion of two componen ls of 
elastic stress can only produce incipient yielding-gross 
yie lding requires one component to be raised to above the 
yield poin!. Obviously, fo r Ihese tes ls the only component 
that may provide for plastic stressing is the applied stress. 

The concept 01' lhe conlro Uing effect of lhe smal l naw 
fracture initiation curve is illustrated in Figure 14 by the X 
marks, representing the spectrum of possible fracture 
stresses for the buried naw case. Above lhe NOT tempera
ture, the applied stress must be raised to above the yield 
point as required by the small flaw initiation curve. 
However, as the temperature is decreased to below the NDT 
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FIGURE 15 - Wells8 data points which define the criticai 
edge temperature for low-stress fracture superimposed on the 
fractu re- analysis diagram of the test steel: 1 inch plate, 0.14% 
C, 1.07% Mn, 0_02% Si. 

point , frac tures may then oecur at any applied stress levei , 
dependiog 00 the levei of the residual st ress that is present 
in lhe weldment. Ali Ihat is required is Ih at the sum af the 
two stresses provide for the deve lopmen~ of incipient 
yielding. The individual !ines connecting the X marks with 
the common poiot marked "sum stresses," Figure 14 , 
designate the summation of the two stresses for a variety of 
possible low-stress fraeture conditions. Ir lhe weld residual 
stress is ve ry high aod therefore fracture initiation oecurs at 
leveis of applied st ress that are less than the lower shelf for 
propagalion (5 to 8 ksi) , lhe rracture will be arrested on 
leaving the weld residual stress field; i. e., short fraetures wil! . 
result, as indicated by the criticai X marks. 

The development o f spontaneou s fractures in weld
ments Úlat are not stress relieved is thus ind icated to be 
possible only below the NDT temperature. In such cases, 
short fracture s may develop for conditions such that 
restrain t stresses (long-range "Iocked in " reaction stresses) 
outside of úle localized fie ld of high resid ual are less thao 5 
to 8 ksi. Comple te fractures may occur if the res traint 
stresses are in excess of the 5 to 8 ksi leveis. 

The existence of a " criticai edge" tem perature fo r low 
stress frac ture has been confirmed by ali investigato rs of 
buried fi aw tests. Above the "criticai edge" temperature, 
fracture in itiation requires applied stre sse s equal to or 
exceeding the yield poin!. \VeUs' has de le rmined Ihat his 
"criticai edge" temperature is c10sely rela ted to the NDT 
tempera ture and the Robertson grad ieJ/ t test CAT. The 
relationship to lhe NOT is illuslraled by Figure 15, which 
presents the fracture analysis diagram super-imposed on l:l 

typical \VeUs "criticaI edge" plot , based on the NOT 
temperature position. It is apparent that the "criticai edge" 
tempera ture (crosshatched arrow designations) eorresponds 
very close ly to the NDT temperature and therefore to the 
fracture diagram predictions. The elose eorrespondence of 
the NDT temperature to the "criticai edge" temperature 
has been confirmed for ali buried fl aw tests that have 
included NOT determination for lhe te st steels. 

Figure 16 illustrates a replol of Hall , Nordell , and 
Munse's9 data superimposed 011 the fracture anaJysis 
diagram o Most of these te"sts were concen trated at -40 F for 
purposes of a positive dem onstrahon of the influenees of 
noteh pre paration methods and techniques for eliminating 
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define the criticai edge temperature for low-stress fracture 
superimposed on the fracture analysis diagram for the test 
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0.26% Si. 

low-stress fractures. Comparison af the results obtained at 
15 to 40 F with a single test at O F clearly iIIustrates the 
criticai edge effect. Hall , Nordell, and Munse also found 
that "hot loading" at 100 F (NDT + 90 F) mechanically 
stress relieved the buried flaw , resu lting in the elimination 
of " Iow-stress fracture". Similar results were obtained with 
stress relie f at 1150 F, as was also noted by Wells, It may be 
concluded that in the abscnce af a weld residual stress, Lhe 
applied stres, musl exceed yielding for lhe case of a sm.1I 
flaw, as indicated by the small-flaw fracture initiation curve 
af the fractu re analysis diagramo 

As will be evident frem the presentation of service 
fallure data, ali failures of welded structures which could be 
ascribed to small flaws in the presence of weld residual 
stresses (structure not stress relieved) occurred at tempera
tures below the NDT of the steel , confi rming the "criticaI 
edge" effect and t.he fracture diagram predic tions. 

The foregoing discussions were concerned with small
flaw fracture initiation fram locations cf intense but 
localized residual stress fields, We shall now discuss lhe 
fracture analysis diagram predictions for the case cf 
fracture initiation due to large flaws under the influen ce of 
r es traint stress fie lds. The differentiation between 
"residual" and "restraint" stresses is simply one of extent 
and source. By restraint stresses we mean the "Iocked in 
stresses" outside of the immediate boundari"es of.. the weld 
zone region. Such long range stresses are generally con
sidered not to exceed approximately 1/2 lhe yield strenglh 
of the metal. Figure 17 illustrates a possible situation 
fealuring a long weld crack that is loaded by a restraint 
stre55 field of approximately 1/2 the yield strenglh inten· 
sity , We may assume that the flaw is sufficient ly large (say 
1 to 2 feel) so as to cause a c1se approach of the fracture 
initiation curve to the CAT curve for the specified stress 
leveI. In effect, we are stating a case such that a practicaI 
approach invclves using CAT curve protection to establish 
fracture safety. This is obtained by limiting the service to 
temperatures in excess of NDI + 30 F, as indicated by lhe 
illustration. The X points indicate that low-stress fracture at 
temperatures less than NDT + 30 F are possible, Complete 
fractures may result at low leveis of applied stress because 
the extensive stress field required for propagation over long 
distances is provided by the restraint stress. 
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FIGURE 17 - lIIustrating the fracture analysis diagram 
prediction that large flaws located in restraint stress fields (of 
1/2 the yield strength) may result in low-stress fracture 
initiation at temperatures below the CAT (NDT + 30 F). 

The above case may be recognized as the basic premise 
for design based on CAT data. The proponents of lhis 
approach make a basic assumption that large flaws may be 
anticipated in the structure and therefore fracture initiation 

'is possible at ali tempera!ures be low the CAT for lhe 
general levei of stress in the structure. On a fracture analysis 
diagram basis the requirement for restricting service to 
temperatures in excess af NDT + 30 F fo llows only if the 
anticipated flaw length is in excess of 1 fooL Accordingly , a 
basis is provided for the application of engineering judg
meot based on flaw size expectancy analyses. Such a basis is 
not provided by lhe invariant use of CAI principies, If CAI 

. principies were applled to the case of ship steels, lhe 
documented sufficient improvement of ship stee l quality by 
a 30 F reduction of NDT temperalures would have been 
deemed inadequate for the solution of the World War 11 
ship fracture problem. In effeet, a 60 F improvement would 
have beeo indicated- such an improvement would have 
required the change to a much more expensive, normalized 
ship steel. The significance of these statements will become 
more apparent in the section on ship fracture stee ls, 
illustrated in later figures. 

Validation of the Fracture Analysis 
Diagram-Service Failures and 

Pressure Vessel Tests 
A long term interest af the authors in failure analysis, 

involving both service failures and simulated service tests, 
resu lted in lhe accumulation of large body of data which 
now provides for criticai evaluation of the validity of the 
fracture analysis diagram concepts. We shal! now present all 
of the service failure data that are available as of the date of 
the preparation of this report - none have been omitted. 
Results of pressure vessel tests will be presented also; these 
tests involved the pressurization of deliberately flawed 
vessels and provide data of direct significance to the service 
performance of pressure vessels. 

The first step in conducting service failure analyses is 
the determination of the location of the fractuTe analysis 
diagram on the temperature scale. This step simply requires 
lhe determination of the NDT temperature of lhe fractune 
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cases is indicated by categories A to F referenced to yarious 
zones of the fracture analysis diagramo 

source material (near the fracture origin) by means of the 
drop-weight test or indirect\y by means of the Charpy V 
test. If the Charpy V test is used , it is necessary to have 
prior information of the steel involved. For the purposes of 
this report we shall refer, with one exception, to NDT 
temperatures established direct\y by the use of the drop
weight testo 

The second step involves the placing af a suitable 
notat ion at the temperature of the service failure . A ver tical 
Hne drawn in the fracture diagram at the service tempera· 
ture position serves this purpose. 

The third step involves the determination of .stress 
leveIs relative to tlle initiation and propagation of the 
fracture. The initiation stress may include both applied and 
residual st resses. 

The fourth requirement involves the determination of 
the flaw size. This ordinarily requires visual examination. 

In effect, the described steps co nstitute a straight. 
forward process of placing lhe frac ture analysis diagram at 
the pro per position in the temperature scale, locating a 
stress-temperature "point" in the diagram, and assigiüng a 
fl aw size to thls poinL The required information is usually 
readily available within the limits required for tlle simple 
interpreta tion cf the fracture analysis diagramo In fac t, the 
simplicity of the analysis operation is one of the principal 
virtues of the proposed plan. 

The service failure and pressure vessel test cases to be 
described have been separated into various categories which 
correspond to specific zones of the fracture analysis 
diagramo Figure 18 iIIustra tes the location of these zones; 
the corresponding categories are defined as tabulated in the 
figure. In effect, the COUISe of the presentation will provide 
a step by step va lidation af the various zones of the fracture 
analysis diagramo 

Category A: Temperature Be/ow NDT - Plastic Strain 
Loading of Small Flaws 

CASE A 1 - Heayy Section Pressure Vessel 
Forg ing, ASTM A293 Steel 

Composition (Wt%) 

C Mo Si P S Ni c, Mo V 

0 .28 0.64 0 .15 0.010 0.013 2.56 0.23 0.52 0.06 
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Case A 1 cont'd. 

VS TS 'I RA 
Iksi l Iksi) {%I (%I 

96.0 116.0 18.0 48.0 

NOT CvNDT(l) FT CvFT(l) 

{FI (fHb) {FI (ft· lb) 

130 30 70 18 

(] )Oesignation to be used hereafter for average Charpy V energy valu es at NOT 
tempen lt!Jre (CvNOT ) and at failu re temperature (CvFT) . 

Figure 19 illustrates the fracture of a 100-ton pressure 
vessel of 9-1/2 inch wall thickness at the regian af primary 
fracture. The vesseJ was subjected to slow, cyciic, hydraulic 
pressurization to 30 ksi shell stress at a constant operating 
temperature of 70 F. A threaded closure provided access to 
the interior. After 155 0 cycles, representing several months 
of Gperation for the new vessel , a small fatigue crack af ]/8 
inch depth developed ai the root of tl,e fiIS I Uuead , which 
was subjected to a small amount of reversed (teosion· 
compression) plastic defonnation on each cycle . The brittle 
fracture wruch initiated from this small tlaw resulted in 
splitting off a 20-ton section which represented tlle bottom 
head of the pressure vessel. The " nat break" appearance of 
the fracture through the 9-1/2 inch wall and the fatigue 
crack at the root of the thread are illu strated in Figure 20. 
The vessel was constructed as a one-piece cylindrical forging 
of ASTM-A293 composition, which represents a typical 
Ni-Cr-Mo-V steel for heavy forgings. The NDT temperature 
of the steel was 130 F. 

The fracture analysis diagram (Figure 21) iIIustrates 
tha t the fai lure of the vessel was in conformance to 
predictions for conditions af a small flaw, over yield stress 
loading at the positian of the tlaw , and service temperáture 
below lhe NDT. It is noted that a secondary fracture 
propaga ted longiludinally through the shell at a stress leveI 
of 30 ksi and stopped on reaching the closure regiDo of the 
top head, at which poinl the shell stress was below 8 to 10 
ksi. 

CASE A2 - Anchor Windlass-Shaft Coupling. 
SAE 1050 Forged Steel 

Composition IWt%. 

C Mn Si P S Ni Cu 

0.53 0.79 0 .26 0 .024 0.Q30 0.23 0.21 

YS TS EL RA 
(ksi) (ksi) 1%) 1%1 

42.3 89.7 22.5 42.0 

NDT CyNDT FT CyFT 
IFI (ft·lb) IFI Ift·lbl 

100 8 70 5 

Figure 22 iIIust rates the fracture of an anchor wind· 
lass-shaft caupling on a Coast Guard vessel. The fracture 
developed through both sides, following the corneIS of 

• 
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FIGURE 19 - (Case Al) Fracture of a 100-ton pressure 
vessel; the bottom head, shown at right, swung out battam
side up prior to the fali of the vesseL The lad ders ind icate the 

SiZ8. 

sharp, 1/ 16 inch fillet keyways. The broken halves were 
projected outward for a considerable distance, indicating 
that the anchor was housed under powcr and therefore 
resu lted in severe overload conditions at the keyways. The 
coupling represented an SAE 1050 forging. 

The failure temperature is indicated 00 the fract ure 
analysis diagram (Figure 23) to have been 30 F below the 
NDT temperature of the steel. The plastic overload devel
oped at tlle keyway fillet is indicated by plotting lhe 
initiatiDn stress aI slightly above the yie ld strength of tlle 
steel. The Dnly f1aws present aI the keyway cDnsisted of 
machine marks. 

CASES A3 to A7 - Heavy SectionCast Propeller s, 

C 

0.08/0.12 

AISI Type 4 10 Stainless Steel 

Mn 

0.66/ 1.02 

VS 
Iksi) 

37.0/45.0 

NDT 
(F I 

(I) 

Composit ion Range (Wt%) 

Si 

0.80/1. 19 

TS 
(ksi ) 

55 .0 /7 5.0 

CyNDT 
(ft·lb) 

(I ) 

P 

~O.O2 

El 
1%1 

5.0/ 17.0 

FT 
IFI 

30/40 

S 

--- 0.03 

RA 
(%1 

5.0/2 1.0 

CyFT 
Ht-Ib) 

5 7 

C, 

11 7112.6 

(1l For each C<lse, lhe NDT was 200 F or h tghe r ino lests. drop·wetghl o' 

Charpv. were conducted at h,gher temperatures . 
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FIGU RE 20 - (Case A1) Brittle fractu re face of the 9-1/2 
inch shell wall of the 100-ton pressure vessel. The enlarge
ment shows the 1/ 8 inch deep frat igue crack (shiny regian) 
located at the raat af the thread. 

F igure 24 ilIustrates a typical fracture af a cas t , 12% 
Cr, AISI Type 4 10 5tainless stee l prope ller previously used 
for icebreaker service. Five fa ilures occurred in rapid 
sequence 0 11 initial use of the new type of propeller during 
the early 1950's. Icebreaker service requires that the 
propellers endure pIas ti c deformation overloads, which 
obviously was not within the capabili ty of this material in 
the presence of numerous small cast ing defects and deep 
chipping hammer marks. Broken stub ends were investi
gated by the authars and found to involve material based 
on a poar choice of chemical compasition and heat 
treatment practice. The fracture analysis diagram of Figure 
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FIGUR E 21 - (Case A 1) fracture analysis relating to the 
service failure of the 100-ton, farged, ASTM A293 pressure 

vessel. 

FIGURE 22 - (Case A2) Fracture of an anchor windlass

shaft coupling. 

25 (right) summar izes the results for the Cáses A3 to A 7 
failures. The inadequacy af the material for plastic averload 
service at ice-water temperature, in the presence af small 
defects is in canformance with predictions of the fracture 
diagramo 

A solution to the icebreaker propeller problem was 
found by developing a 1110dified Type 410 stainless steeI. 
featuring low silicon and additions of molybdenum and 
nickeI. as follows: 
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FIGURE 24 - (Cases A3to A71 Typical fracture of cast 12% 
chromium stainless steel propellers previously used for 
icebreaker service. Dimensions are indicated by the 12 inch 

rule. 
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FIGURE 25 - (Cases A3 to A71 Fracture analysis relating to 
the overload failures of cast 12% chromium stainless steel 
propellers (rightl; note that the service temperature was 
belaw the NOT temperatura. Improvement in the steels 
resul ted in shifting the NOT temperature to 60 F below the 
service temperature. For the impraved propeller steels, the 
fracture analysis diagram {leftl predictions for safe perform
ance under overload conditions were justified . 
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Nominal Composition (Wt %I 

Si Mo 

C Mo (M axl (M i n ) N, C, 

0 .12 0 .80 0.50 0.50 0 .75 12.0 

YS TS EI RA 
(Min ) (MinI (M in I (M i n I 

(ksi) (ksi) (% ) (% ) 

65 .0 90.0 18.0 30 .0 

NOT CyNDT 
f FI (f t-lbl 

....... ·30 20 

Optimum heat trea tment of this mate rial resu lted in 
improved st re nglh pro perties and ductility. 

A comple te repor t a f this invest igation is provided by 
Reference 10. The primary aim of the study was to lower 
the NDT lemperalu re, a f casl, 4 to 5 inch thick, Type 410 
material to belaw ·30 F . lo effect , this improvement 
guaran teed Ihai the FTE lemperalure (NDT + 60 F) wou ld 
be no higher thao the ice-water ( 30 F) service temperature 
of lhe propellers. The Ím provement that was ob tained is 
indicaled by the frac ture diagram of Figure 25 (left ). The 
modified propellers have since endured severe plastic 
ove rload se rvice , including being deform ed out of useful 
shape, without failu re. The fracture diagram predicts tha t at 
the servi ce temperature , ex trem ely Iarge (and unlikely) 
flaws 0 11 the a rder of I foot a r more would be requi red to 
ini tiate failure a f lh e new propellers under expected 
conditions of plastic overload. 

c 

0. 19 

CASE AS - Pressure V.ssel, ASTM A302-
Grade B Steel 

Composi tion (Wt%) 

Mn S; p S 

1.24 0.29 0 .024 0.029 0.23 

TS TS Ef RA 
(ksi) (ksi) 1%1 (%1 

36.1 68 .0 52.3 .. 4&,8 

NOT CyNOT FT CyFT 
(FI (ft·fhl (FI (ft-Ibl 

70 10 60 9 

Mo 

0 .51 

This case involves a 3 inch thick , st ress re lieved, A302B 
pressu re vesse l that failed in hydrostatic tes t , as iIIustra ted 
by Figure 26. The in itiating naw involved a l· i /2 x 3/4 
inch we ld crack, located at the toe of a fillet weld of a 
manhole reinforcement pad on the inside of the shell pIa te. 
Details af the crack locat ion and fra cture path are 
illustrated in Figure 27. The low levei of yield strength of 
this material, which normally should develop a yield 
strength in the range af 60 to 65 kSi, resulted in the 
disclosure lhat lhe plate had inadvertently been annealed 
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FIGURE 26 - (Case A8) Hydrostatic tast ' racture o, a 7 .5 
foot diameter, 3 inch th ick, stress relieved, ASTM A302-B 
pressu tp. vessel . The fracture origin is indicated by the arrows_ 
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FIGURE 27 - (Case. AS) fracture analysis relating to the 
hydrotest failure of the stress rel ieved ASTM A302-B 
pressure yessel. The steel was given an a n~ea ling heat 
treatment by errar which resulted in hydrotest shell stresses 
equal to the yield strength levei. 

(furnace caoled fcom i650 F) in place of lhe requi red 
normalizing heat treatment (ai r cool from 1650 F). 
Follawing fabri cation lhe vessel was stress relieved at 11 50 
F. 

The full h ydrostatic test stress was applied to the vessei 
at the lime of failure . The levei of the shell stress, 38 ksi, 
ciosely matched the yield strength o f the annealed vessel , as 
indicated in the frac ture diagram of Figure 27 . The fai1ure 
temperature was approxirna te ly 15 F below lhe DT 
temperature of the shell plate . 

lt is interesting to no te th at , in the absence of a tensile 
les t, to reveal that the actual yield slrength as 1/2 that 
expected , this particular fai lure would be deemed not to 
conform to the fracture diagram predic tian : i. e_. the flaw is 
too srnal! to provide for fracture ini tiat ion at stress leveis of 
1/2 the expecled yield strength of the steei , considering 
that lhe residual stresses are low due to stress relieving of 
the vessei. The facl Ihal the yield strength of the slteU pia .. 
was essentially 1/2 of the expected value complele~' 
explains the fa ilure in terms af the fracture diagram anrl 
places it in the plastic strain loading of small flaw C3regory 



of service failures. 

Calegory B: Temperalure Below NDT - l1igh-Level, R esidual 
Stress Loadillg of Small Flaws 

CASE B 1 - Spontaneous Pressure Vessel Fracture, 
ASTM A302 Grade B Steel 

C 

0.20 

M n 

1.19 

YS 
(k~1 

63.3 

NDT 
(FI 

100 

Composition (Wt%) 

S; 

0.18 

TS 
(ksi) 

85.4 

CvNDT 
(ft-Ibl 

32 

p 

0.021 

EI 
(%1 

24.2 

FT 
(FI 

60 

S 

0.031 

RA 
(%1 

51.4 

CvFT 
(ft-Ibl 

20 

Mo 

0.56 

During the period of investigation of Case A8, a 
companion 2-9/16 inch thick, A302B pressure vessel of 
similar design to that shown in Figure 26, developed a 
spontaneous brittle fracture. lhe fracture occurred wi th a 
loud report, during an off-work night , while the vesse l was 
par tly fabricated . The initiation point of the laBure was 
traced to small heat affected zone cracks a1 the toe of a 
fi llet weld fo r a manhole port reinforcement pIa te , as 
illuslfated by Figure 28, left. The fracture progressed in 
both directions for a distance of 8 feet and then stopped. 
The origin and propaga tion paths of the crack were 
obviously re latcd to a residual stress system of the 
parl-plate fillet weld. 

The failure temperature of the steel was approximateiy 
40 F below the NDT temperature. The fractu re analysis 
diagram (Figure 28) il!ustrates lhe conditions of yield
point-Ievel weld residual stress which combined with the 
presence of smal! HAZ (hea l-affected-zone) cracks to cause 
spontaneous fracture of the vessel. 

CASE 82 - Weld Repai red Pressure 
Vessel, ASTM A212 Grade B 

(Equivalent l Steel 

Composition (Wt%) 

c Mn S; p 

:0~. 3~3 __ ~0~.6=2 __ ~0~.2~4~~0.029 

YS TS EI 

Ikst) Iksi) (%) 

37.9 77.4 25.5 

NDT CvNDT FT 

IFI (ft-Ib) IFI 

80 8 60170 

s 

0 .039 

RA 
(%1 

CvFT 
Ift-Ib) 

6 
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FIGUR E 28 - (Case 811 fracture ana lysis relating to the 
spontaneo us fracture of a partia ll y · fabricated ASTM A302-B 
pressure vessel. 

This c~se involved a 1-1 /4 inch thick, 5 rOOL diameter 
pressure vesse l tha! had been used in chemical processing 
for approximately 20 years. Because af localized thinning 
af the wall due lo corrosion, il was repaired by the use of 
pat ch plates which were welded to the interior shell surface. 
FaLIr plates of 16 inch width (manhale port size) were lI sed. 
In elTect, the palch plates were held in place by fillet 
welding af the fou r sides af the composite. The shelJ served 
as the "backllP plate" for the two bllll welds of the patch 
plale assembly. The vessel was repaired " in place" and was 
not stress relieved. Small weld cracks that extcnded into the 
"backup" position af the central we lds provided the flaws 
for lhe initialion of fracture of lhe shell on a rouUne 
hydrotes t (Figure 29). Details of the shell fracture, lhe 
iocalion of the patch plates, and the point of fra clure origi'! 
at the longitudinal through weld are illustrated in Figure 
30, left. 

The chemical analysis and mechanical properties were 
found to be equivalent to those currently specified for 
ASTM A2 12 Grade B. The failu re temperalure was approxi
mately 15 F below the NDT temperature of the she ll plate. 
The fracture analysis diagram (Figure 30) ilIu strates a 
typical failure case for weldmenls lhat have nol been stress 
relieved- small weld cracks, high residual stress, and failure 
temperatu re below the NDT temperature. Fracture propa
gation was assured by the general levei of hydrostatic shell 
strcss of approximately 20 ksi. 

C 

0.25 

CAS E 83 - Blast Chamber Pressure Vessel, 
ASTM A285 Grade C Steel 

Composition tWt%) 

Mn S; p S 

0.45 0.01 0.007 0 .024 

YS TS EI RA 
Iksil (ksi) (%) (%1 

61.3 70.5 23.0 58.0 

NDT CyNDT FT CyFT 
(FI Ift-Ib) (FI (ft-Ib) 

90 6 60 5 

Cu 

0.28 

, 



• 
FIGURE 29 - (Case B2) Hydrotest fracture of a 20-year-old 

pressure vessel following patch plate salvaging repair of the 

inside surface; the fracture origin i5 shown above. 
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FIGURE 30 - (Case B21 Fracture analysis relating to 
hydrotest fa ilure of the patch-plate-repa ired ASTM-A212-B 

pressure vessel. The vessel was not stress relieved after 
completion of the weld repairs. 

FIGURE 31 - (Case 83) Blast chamber prior to fracture 
(left) and after fracture (right). 

The blast chamber shown in Figure 31 (left) was used 
for muff1ing the sound resulting frem lhe tes ting of small 
amounts af experimental explosives. These chambers are 
widely used by the explosives industry. The fractured 
remains of the chamber (Figure 31, right) resu lted from a 
standard test explosion which developed a shell stress not 
exceeding 15 ksi. As illustrated in Figure 32 (left). the 
fracture initiated from a small weld crack located at the 
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FIGURE 32 - (Case B31 Fracture analvsis relating to service 

failure of the ASTM A285·C blast chamber. The vessel was 

nat stress relieved. 

intersection of the shell with the door porl. The crack was 
located in the shell plate side of the weld on the inside 
surface and was iden tified readily by chevron marks 
pointing to a rusted area approximately I inch long and 3/8 
inch deep. The pressure vessel was not stress relieved. The 
3/4 inch shell plate was purchased to ASTM A28SC. 

The fracture analysis diagram (Figure 32, right) illus
-trates that the failure temperature was 30 F below the 
NDT. The combination of a small we ld crack and high weld 
residual stresses provided the necessary conditions for 
initiation af the fracture. The fra ctLlre surfaces shawed very 
thin shear lips typical of fractures below the NDT tempera
ture. 

C 

0.20 

CASE 84 - Large Storage Tank Pressure 
Vessel, ASTM A285 Grade C Steel 

Composition (Wt%) 

Mn Si P S 

0.37 0.05 0.005 0.025 

VS TS EI RA 
(ksi) (ksi) 1%1 (%) 

38.1 61.2 30.5 58.3 

NDT CvNDT FT CvFT 
IFI Ift-Ibl IFI (ft·lb) 

60 6 45 5 

Cu 

0.06 

This case represents a hydrastatic tes t failu re af a large , 
70 faa t high by 45 foat diameter, pressure vessel for 
petraleum refinery operations. Figure 33. left , illustra tes 
that the fractu re initiated in the 1·1 /4 inch knuckle plate af 
the battam head , at lhe toe af a weld which connected the 
knuckle plate to a support ing 7/8 inch skirt plate . The 
fracture prapagated through the ba ttam head and lower 
regians af the vessel , resulting in fragmenta tian af th.is 
regian iota 25 ar more pieces. The eff1ux af the water from 
the shattered battam resulted in lhe develapmeot of a 
vacuum io the top region af lhe vessel with consequent 
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FIGURE 33 - (Case 84) Fracture analysis relating to 
hydrotest failure of a 45 foat dia meter ASTM A285-C 
storage tank. The vessel was not stress relieved. 

crumpling, as i f it had been squeezed by a giant press 
(Figure 34). 

The chevrons pointed to lhe indicated SQurce poiOl; 
however, local damage to the fractuTe at this point 
prevented positive identification af crack defec ts. It was 
concluded that such defects as existed were obviously af 
small dimensions and probably represented small weld 
cracks at the toe of the weld. 

The fracture ana lysis diagram (Figure 33, right) illus· 
trates that the failure temperature was lOto 15 F below 
the NDT tempe"ture. The levei of hydrostatic shell slress 
for the cy lindrical portion af the shell was 18 ksi. At the 
knuckle position the stress is estimated to be in the arder af 
25 ksi. In the absence af flaws of sufficient size to trigger at 
this levei cf stress, it is conc1uded that the ffactuTe 
originated fram the combination of small crack defects and 
IUgh weld residual stresses. 

c 

0 .19 

CASE 85 - CO Converter Pressure Vessel, 
ASTM A204 Grade B Steel 

Mn 

0.78 

VS 
(ksi) 

52.4 

NDT 
IFI 

11 0 

Composition (Wt%) 

Si p 

0.24 0.010 

TS EI 
(ksi) (%) 

n.5 25.0 

CvNDT FT 
(ft.lb) IFI 

7 45 

S 

0.012 

RA 
(%) 

CvFT 
Ift-Ib) 

4 

Mo 

0.64 

The hydrostat ic failure of a 30·ton, 26 foot long, 7.5 
foot diameter pressure vessel fabricated for use as a CO 
converter is shown in Figure 35 . The arrow points to the 
regioo af ffactuTe initiation at the toe af a reinforcing pad 
weld. Design details at the paiot of initiation are given in 
Figure 36, left. 

In co mpliance with code requirements, the top third of 
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FIGURE 34 ~ (Case 84) Hydrotest failure of the 45 foot 
dia meter, ASTM A285-C storage tank. The top region of the 
vessel was .crumpled because of the vacuum which developed 
within by the efflux of water from the shattered bottom 
head (hot visible). 

FIGURE 35 - (Case 85) Fracture of a 7.5 foot diameter CO 
converter pressure vesse!. The arrow points to the fracture 
source regian. 

the vessel \Vas constructed with A204 steel (900 F 
operation), and the bottom two-trurds of the vessel were 
constructed with A21 2 steel (850 F operation). For 
corrosion resistance purposes, Type 304 stainless steelllner 
sheet was plug welded to the inner surface of the vessel. To 
avoid corrosion sensitization cf the líner , the vessel was 
stress relieved at the relatively low temperature of 950 F 
for 10 hours. 

The source af the fracture was located in the A204 
shell region. The fracture traversed the full length of the 

• 
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A204 and A2 12 shell sections and cantinued through the 
A204 head which joined to the A204 shell section. The 
shell stress was approximately 25 ksi. 

The fracture analysis diagram (Figure 36, right) iIIus
trates that the failure temperature was approximately 60 F 
below the NOT tempera ture of the A204 source plate_ T he 
decrease in weld residual stress resulting fram a 950 F stress 
relief trea tment is expected to be re latively minar, particu
larly for this grade af steel. Considerations of the geometric 
fe atures Df lhe port opening and lhe minor strcss reUcf 
resulting from lhe stated treatment, suggest a stress state at 
the position of lhe naw in the arder of 40 to 45 ksi. The 
observed 3 x 0.4 inch flaw wou ld be expected to initiate 
fracture at this leveI af stress at temperatu res below lhe 
NOT. 

Tllere are tWQ olher interesting aspects af this failure 
re lating to the properties of the 1-3/4 inch thick A204 head 
and the 1-1 3/ 16 inch thick A2 12 shell plates which served 
to continue the propagation of the fre cture. The fo llowing 
data are of primary in te res t: 

Composit ion (Wt%) 
NOT 

Item C Mo S; p S Mo IFI 

A204 head 0 .1 9 0 .90 0 .2 7 0 .010 0.021 0 .52 80 
A212 shell 0 .27 0.7 6 0 .20 0.013 0.02 3 0.0 2 70 

.The propagation of the fracture at 45 F, through plate 
material having NOT temperatures of 80 and . 70 F is to be 
expeeted. 

CASE 86 - World W.r II Ship S'eel 

Composition (Wt%) 

c Mn s; p s 

0 .25 0 .45 0.04 0.010 0 .028 

YS TS EI RA 
{ksil (ksi) {%I (%) 

29.6 61 .9 40.3 6 1.1 

NDT CyNDT FT CyFT 
{FI {ft-Ibl {FI {ft-Ibl 

50 10 35 8 

In 1947, the T-2 tanker USS Ponaganset frac tured into 
two seetions whlle tied at doekside in Bostoo, Massa
chusetts. Figure 37 ilIustrates the general appearance of the 
vesseI; de tails of the fraeture origin are presented in Figure 
38, left. The souree of the fraeture was ao are strike loeated 
at the toe of a fillet weld that joined a chock to the deck. 
Figure 39 illustrates lhe fine network of sharp cracks that 
are generally assoeiated with are strikes. The presence of 
the sharp eraeks in the are strike loeated in a regiDo of high 
residual stress resulting from the fillet weld provided the 
oecessary eonditions for fraeture initiation at temperatures 
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FIGURE 36 - (Case B51 Fracture analysis relat ing to the 
hydrostatic test failure of the CO converter pressure yessel. 
The data relate to the ASTM A204 portion. which was the 
initiating point. The yessel was given an inadequate stress 
rei ief at 950 F. 

FIGUR E 37 - (Case B61 Fracture of the T·2 tanker 
Ponaganset. The fracture origin was t raced to an arc strike. 
located in the deck plate as indicated (bottom right). 
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FIGURE 38 - (Case B6) Fracture ana lysis relating to the 
dockside failure of the T·2 tanker Ponaga nset. 

below the NOT. As indicated by the fracture analysis 
diagram, the failure temperature was 15 F below the NDT 



FIGURE 39 - Network of 1/8 to 1/4 inch cracks generally 
associated with arc strikes. The crater dimensions are 
approximately 1/4 inch by 1/8 .inch . The small size of the 
flaws that are sufficient to trigger failure in the presence of 
high residual .stress fields at temperatures below the NDT 
temperature is emphasized by this illustration. 
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FIGURE 40 - IlIustrating that no failures of World War 11 
ships occurred at temperatures above the 70 F upper limit of 
the NDT frequency distribution range of World War II ship 
steels. A high rate of fracture per month of service occurred 
at temperatures of 30 to 50 F, for which 20 to 50% of the 
steels were below their NDT temperatures. 

temperature of the souree pia te. The steel was typical of 
the World War 11 production material which features 
re latively high carboo and low maoganese contents. 

Figure 40 jJlu strates the service experience record of 
World War Il ships, correlated to the NDT frequency 
dist ribution of the steels used for ship fabrication. The 
mean NDT temperature is noted to be approximately 30 F; 
the highest and lowest NDT temperatures are indicated by 
the ends of the frequency curve to be in the order of 70 
and O F, resj1ective ly. The NDT freque ncy plot is in exact 
correlation with the ship service experience, as follows: 

I. No fractures occurred at service temperatures above 
the 70 F upper limit of the NDT frequency distribution 
curve. 

.2 . The ship months of service per fracture decreased 
rapidly with decreasing temperature in the range 70 to 30 
F. This range is marked by the increase in the number of 
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FIGURE 41 - IlIustrating that complete failure of ships 
occurred only at temperatures such that essentially ali of the 
ship steels were below their respective CAT. 

steels of beJow NDT temperature character istics from 0% at 
70 F to approximately 50% of the sta tist ical population at 
30 F. 

Ir another frequen cy distribution curve is drawn 
representing the CAr for stresses in the order of 1/3 to 1/2 
the yie ld strength of the World War 11 ship plates, an 
explanation of the comple te fracture of the Ponaganset is 
obtained. The CAT distribution curve (Figure 41) is 
represented by temperatures 30 F higher than noted for the 
NDT frequency distribution. This is based on the fracture 
diagram prediction of the CAT at the leveIs of general stress 
of ship decks, ie., 12 to 15 ksi. Actually, the st ress of ships 
tied at dock may be on the high side of the range because 
of the poor ballasting represen ted by an empty ship. 

The CAI frequency distribution curve indicates that, at 
the failure temperature of 35 F, essentially ali of tlle steels 
used for World War 11 ship fabri ca tion wou ld be expected 
to be below the crack arrest temperature for the service 
stresses involved. As the resu!t, the complete fracture of the 
Ponaganset was to be expected inasmuch as no steel plates 
having crack arrest properties were to be expected in. the 
line of fracture. 

A general case may be made from ship faiJure statistics, 
as indicated by the diagram at the bott01l1 of Figure 41. Ali 
failures which occurred at temperaturcs of 50 to 70 F 
involved the fracture of a li mited number of plates. The 
CAT frequency dist ribution curve indicates that at 60 F 
approximately 50% of the ship steel population would be 
expected to be above the CAI, i.e., would act as crack 
arresters. Failures which occurred at temperatures below 45 
F often involved the total, or almost total, fracture (Class I 
fractures) of the ship. The case of the Ponaganset thus fits 
the general experience . 

The NDT frequency distribution curve and the NDT 
derived CAI distribution curve provide a remarkably exact 

, 
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prediction of World War 11 ship fracture experience in terms 
of the fracture analysis diagramo Irrespective of weldiog 
variables, the Failures of these ships appear to be contro lled 
by a COl1l l1lon deoominator which is re lated to the NDT 
properlies of the steels. lhe initiation st ress required for 
fail ures resulting fcom small defects such as are strikes and 
weld eracks appears to be provided by the residual stresses 
associated with the welds. 

c 

CASE 87 - Retaining Ring for A1uminum-Extrusion 
Container, ASTM A293 Steel 

Composition (Wt%) 

Mn s; p s Mo v 

0.30 0 .85 0.22 0.010 0.010 0.78 1.18 0 .20 

YS TS EI RA 
(ksi) (ksi) (%) 1%1 

142. 1 157 .2 11.5 28.5 

NDT CvNDT FT CvFT 
{FI (ft-Ibl {FI (ft-Ibl 

400 15 70 5 

Tl1is case involves the spontaneous fraeture of a large 
ring forging , resulting from the presence of very small 
cracks and high local residual stresses. Figure 42 illustrates 
the large size of the subject forging, which served as ooe of 
five reta ining riogs fo r ao extrusion press contaioer 
assemb ly. The function of the retaioiog rings is to provide 
prestress (shrink fit) contaioment for the inner. hot work 
alloy liner of the ext rusioo chamber which normally 
ope ra tes at lemperalures on the order of 700 to 900 F for 
purposes of extrudiog aluminum. This press was the largest 
ever built for ex truding aluminum; at the time of lhe ring 
fracture , the new press was in the process of checkout 
prelimin ary to production use. 

Because of problems of high temperature ope ratioo, 1 1 

it became necessary to determine the temperatures attained 
in the outer surface of the re ta ining rings as a functio n of 
the operating temperature conditions of the internally 
heated extrusion chamber linee. For this pun~ose, thermo
couple s were silve r brazed to the face of ooe oflhe rings by 
means of an oxyacety lene torch. The brazing was per
formed whi le the container assembly was at r00111 tempera
ture. After brazing, the assembly remained overnight at 
room temperature. Next morning, prior to use of the 
assemb ly , a britt le frac fu re ( Ioud noise) dcveloped across 
the 12 x 13 inch sectioo of the ring, as shown in Figure 42. 
The source of the fracture was traced to a c1uster of 
microeracks developed in the area of silver brazing. 

The stress conditions which caused the initiatiol1 and 
propagation of the fracture are indicated in Figure 44. The 
microcracks were located in the region of yie ld point levei 
residual stress resulting from the localized torch heating to 
red heat. The combination of small cracks and high residual 
stresses provided for the initiation of the fracture. Propaga
tion of the fractu re aeross the section was then assured by 
the presence of shrink fit stresses in the order of 50 ksi. 

The ring forging conformed to ASTM A293-55T Class 
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FIGURE 42 - (Case 87) General view of a retaíníng ring 
forgíng, representing an externai ríng which is shrink f itted 
over the (dark) core of an extrusíon chamber section. The 
chamber assembly comprises fi ve adjoi ning ri ngs. 

FIGUR E 43 - (Case 87) Fracture face (12 x 13 inches ) of 
the extrusion chamber retain ing ring. Fracture source mark
ings are at one of the positions of thermocouple attachmen t 
by brazing; note a companion thermocouple. 

8 steel, which represen ts a Cr-Mo-V forging grade thal h.!S 
been used extensively for extrusion press and olher sen-,:e
involving temperatures in the range 700 to 900 F_ Tb.= 
subject composition was developed primaril~ :-or ~ 



resistance properties. Because of the low tempering temper
ature used to develop high creep resistance, the NDT 
temperatu re of lhe sleel was very high (400 F). Thus, the 
fai lu re temperature (70 F) \Vas far below the NOT 
tem perature. However, as illustrated by the fracture 
analysis diagram (Figure 44, right) the same considerations 
apply as for the case of failures which developed at 
temperatures of only 15 to 30 F below the NOT tempera
ture. This case c1early emphasizes that at temperatures 
below lhe NOT, the presence of localized high residual 
stresses may trigger lhe brittle fra cture of remarkab ly thick 
sections of metal from remarkab ly small starting cracks, 
provided propagation stresses are in excess of 5 to 8 ksi 
leveis. 

c 

CASE 88 - Forged Turbine Generator·Retaining 
Ring, SAE 3335 Sleel 

Composition (Wt%) 

Mn S; p S 

0.35 0.54 0.15 0.010 0.025 3.39 1.08 

YS TS EI RA 
(ksi) (ksil (%1 (%1 

99.0 122.0 17.7 50.7 

NDT CvNDT FT CvFT 
(FI (ft-Ibl (FI (ft-Ibl 

180 9 120 5 

This failure item represents a forging of old manu
facture that had served as a turbine generator retaining ring 
for 40 years. The bursting of the riog 0 0 ao overspeed run 
caused considerable damage, as illust rated by Figure 45. 
The dimensioos of the ring are ilIust rated in Figure 46. 

The primary fracture of the ring was traced to a 
keyway that had beeo subjected to heavy electrical arciog, 
resulting from the deterioration of the electrical insulation 
at this poiot. The cooditions of failure are analogous to 
those ofCase B7. The heavy arcing caused local melting and 
overheating, resulting in the development of arc crater 
cracks and high local residual stresses. T he rcquired fracture 
initiatia n conditions were thus developed after 40 years of 
service! The general hoop stress of approximately 50 ksi. 
which represented the service loading of the ring, provided 
for propagation of the fracture ac ross the 2-1 /2 x 16 inch 
section of lhe SAE 3335 forging. 

The very high ( 180 F) NOT temperature of the sleel 
was deduced to resu lt fro m improper heat treatment (by 
today's standards) for this composi tion. Laboratory investi
gationsl 2 disclosed that the .materia l had been temper 
embrittled as the resu lt of slow cooling following the 
quench and tempering heat treatment. 

The fracture analysis diagram (Figure 46) presents a 
summary of the principal elemen ts of the failure. The 
service temperature at the time of fai lure was 60 F below 
the NOT temperature of the steel. The init iation conditions 
are represen ted by yield paint leveIs af st·ress initiatian, and 
the propagation canditions by the 50-k si se rvice stress leve I. 
The high local stress and small cracks combination had not 
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F IG_~RE 44 - (Case 87) Fractu re analysis relating to the 
spontanoous fracture of the ASTM A293 retaining ring 
forging. 

FIGURE 45 - (Case 88) Turbine generator failure resulting 
from the fracture of a 53 inch dia meter retaining ring. 

existed during the 40 year service life of the ring, 
accounting for lhe satisfactory performance to the time of 
the faiJure of the electrical insulation. 

CASE 89 - Power Dam Outlet Pipe 
Manifold, ASTM A201, Grade B Steel 

Composition (Wt%) 

c Mn Si p S 

UIS 0.58 02 0 O.OOIJ 0029 

YS TS EI RA 
(ksl ) {ksi I {%l {%l 

28 O 560 3 18 551 

NDT CvNDT FT CvFT 

I F I (ft-i b) IFI (ft · lbl 

50 7 50 7 

This case invo lved a large (26 foot diameter by 38 foo! 

• 
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long by 1-1 /4 inch thick) sleel outlel pipe m.nifold for a 
ncw hydroelectric power dam o The oulle t manifold and 
piping systcm had bcen prefabri cated in faur parts, which 
\Vere thermally stre ss rclieved before shipment to the 
construction sitc. The faur parts were ficld-assembled with 
butt welds which \Vere no t stress relieved. Prior to fina l 
<.:on ncction 1nlo lhe pcnstock manifold and piping system, a 
series 01' hydrostatic tests \Vere conductcd at relatively low 
pressures. Following these les ts, the out le l manifold was 
cmptied to permit several wcld repairs and modjficalions af 
the internai bracing mater iaIs in Lhe oullet manifold. No 
stress Telicf was conductcd 011 these field weld repairs. 
During a subsequent hydrostatic test, a frilcture developed 
(Jt 155 psig) in lhe outlel lTI<lnifold while the pressure was 
slowly being increased loward 165 psig (i -1/2 times the 
110 psig design pressure). The general size and configura
tion af the outlet manifo ld and piping syslem is shown in 
Figure 47 , top; lhe extent of damage is shown in Figure 47, 
botlom. 

The origin of the fracture was a sl11all ( 1/2 by 1/8 inch) 
weld-repair crack which exlended inlo lhe A201-B shen 
plate ai the weld joint cOl1ncction with the web plale of the 
reinforcing crotch girder. Fabrication details of this junc
tion weld and lhe la<.:at ian af the fraclure origin are 
indic. ted by lhe drawing of Figure 48, left. It shou ld be 
nOled that the fracture propagated into three members of 
the assembly . No data are availab le, hawever, for the 2-1/4 
iHeh crotch girdc r web member becau se it was repair 
welded and utilized with new shcll plates in the repaired 
ou tle t manifold. Fraeture arrests resulted after lhe frac tures 
had run short distance s inlo lhe 5/8 .nd 13/16 inch shell 
plates. As il1uslrated by lhe rracture analysis diagram, 
Figure 48, right, the failure temperature (50 F) was 
equivalen t to the NDT temperature af lhe rracture source 
pia te. The initiation stress conditions are indicated to be o f 
the yie ld poin t magnitude rcsulting from lhe combination 
or the applied and residual stress fields_ 

In contrast with the propagation ch aracteristics de
scribed previously for lhe Case C5 failme, the material 
propertics of the A20 I plates in which this failure was 
arrested are particularly revealing. The fol1owing data are of 
primary interest: 

Fracture Thickness Composition (Wt%l. 

Plates (inchl C Mn s; p S 

Through 1-1/4 0.21 0.37 0.26 0_012 0 .027 
End 13/ 16 0.15 0.55 0 .21 0.02 1 0.034 
End 5/8 0 .21 0.42 0.28 0 _0 12 0.029 

Fracture Thickness YS TS EI RA 
·Plates Onchl Iksil (ksil 1%1 (%) 

Through '-1 /4 25.0 56.3 3 1.5 52.5 
End 13/16 329 62.0 32.8 62.0 
End 5/8 312 6 7.0 32.0 58.5 

Fracture Thicknes~ NDT CyNDT FT CyFT 
Plates (inch ) IFI Ift-Ib ) IFI Ift-Ibl 

Through ! 114 80 50 5 
~ 'ld ! 31 16 lO 16 50 28 
• "\ 1 "8 lU 16 50 24 
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FIGURE 46 - (Case 88) Fracture analysis relating to the 
overspeed run failu re of the SAE 3335 retaining ring forging. 
Data by Greenberg. I 2 

I I / 
FIGURE 47 - Arrangement of hydroelectric power dam 
outlet manifold anq. piping system pr ior to time of failure 
(top) and extent of fracture in outlet manifold (bottom ). 

It should be noted thal propagalion ai 50 F through lhe 
other 1-1 /4 inch plate , which comprised the weld junclion 
with lhe crotch girder , shou ld be cxpectcd because of the 
NDT temperalure (80 F) displayed by Ihal plale_ Especially 
significant, howevcr, is the fact that propagatioll of this 
rracture was arrested at both ellds upon entering plates of 
NDT + 20 F and NDT + 30 F quality for tile failure 
temperature (50 F) involved. The nominal stress leveis at 
the fracture elld position s were es tim ated to be slightly 
below 1/2 the yield slrength of both plates in which lhe 
failure was tenninated . For such stress leveis. fraciure arrest 
at NDT + 20 F or NDT + 30 F is in accord wilh lhe 
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FIGURE 48 - (Case 89) Fracture ana lysis relating to the 
hydrotest failure of the power dam outlet pipe manifold. 

experimental data of Figure 12, which served as lhe basis 
for lhe loeation of lhe CAT curve in the generalized 
fracture analysis diagramo The dala presented in Figure 12 
indica te a positive assurance of fracture arrest at tempera
tures of NDT + 30 F and higher; also, Ihere is a high 
expectancy of fracture arrest for temperatures equivalent to 
NDT+ 20 F. 

Category C: Temperature Below NDT - Elastic Stress Load
ing O f Large Flaws 

CASE C1 - Extrusion Press Hydraulic 
Cylinder, ASTM A27, Grade 70-

36 Cast Steel 

Composition (Wt%) 

c Mn S; p S 

0.27 0.67 0.35 0.035 0.027 

YS TS EI RA 
(ksil (ksil 1%1 1%1 

30.7 69.0 27.5 39.0 

NDT CvNDT FT CyFT 
IFI Ift-Ibl IFI Ift·lbl 

90 13 70 8 

The failure by splilting along one side of a hydraulic 
cylinder of an 80-ton extrusion press is illu strated in Figure 
49. The fracture originated from a large fatigue eraek and 
propagaled through lhe 13-1/2 inch wall as indicaled by lhe 
crosshalched region of lhe drawing. Delails of lhe huge, 
16-1/2 inch long fatigue crack may be noled frem Figure 
50. The origins of lhe fatigue crack may be Iraced to lhe 
presence of a casting shrinkage defect near the inside wall 
surface. The casting was purchased lo ASTM-A27, Grade 
70-36 specifications, which involve a conventional casting 
grade sleel, aluminum deoxidized and heal trealed by 
normalizing. 

The large, 4400-ton-ram-pressure extrusion press was 
used intermittent\y , usua!ly for 2 or 3 days, and Ihen 
a!lowed to remain idle for several days. F ollowing a 3 day 
idle period, the press cylinder fractured on the first 
extrusion. The temperature of the cylinder and oil was 70 F 
at the time of fracture. Prior to this time, repeated 
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FIGURE 49 - (Case C1) Fracture analysis relating to the 
service failure below the NDT of an ASTM A27 cast-steel 
extrusion press cylinder. (Case C2) fracture analysis relating 
to leakage faiture above the CAT of a similar cylinder for a 
smaller press operating at a higher service temperature. 

FIGURE 50 - (Case C1) Fracture surface of the extrusion 
press cylinder at the position of fracture init iation from ilI 

16-112 inch fatigue crack . Note the casting defect wh ich 
served as the initiation pOint for the fatigue crack. 

extrusions fram cold staftup had been made successfully. 
Obviously, lhe fatigue crack had nol yel grown to a 
sufficient size to initiate ffacture at the 13-ksi shell 
slress- 16-1/2 inch proved lo be lhe cri lical size' 

The fracture analysis diagram of Figure 49 indicates 
Ihal lhe failure occurred aI appreximately 20 F below lhe 
NDT temperalure of lhe sleel. The ftaw size of 1- 1/3 fee l is 
in excellent agreement with the predictions of the gener
alized fra cture anaJysis diagram of Figure 9. 

Case C2-Extrusion Press Hydraulic Cylinder, 
ASTM A27, Grade 70-36 Cast Steel 

This case , also illuSlrated by lhe fraclure analysis 
diagram of Figure 49, represenls failure by leakage of a 
companion extrusion press hydraulic cylinder. The same 
extrusion plant also operated a smaller I 2750-ton-ram
pressure extrusion press of 8- 1/2 inch wall thickness. The 
operation of this press was continuous over a 3 year period. 
The warm oil mainlained lhe she!l temperalure closely to 
120 F during lhis period. 

The design stress was 13 ksi, wltich is conventional for 
such presses. The cylinder wall of lhe Case C2 press 
developed a fatigue crack which penetraled lhe cylinder 
wa!l (approximalely 16 inches inlernal lenglh at lhe 
position of penetration). The fatigue crack which caused 
leakage in this cylinder was at approximately the same 
position as that which initia ted fracture in the Case C I 

, 
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press. The eylinder was weld repaired and returned to 
normal operation. The same grade of east steel was 
specified for the second press. Data on th ickness effeets for 
low-strength normalized cast stee ls indica te that the NDT 
temperature of ao 8-1 /2 inch thick section may be expected 
to approximate hut not exceed the 90 F NDT temperature 
of the 13- 1/2 inch lhick section . Thus, il is reasonable to 
assume that the same fracture analysis diagram represents 
the highest temperature position for the Case C2 cylinder, 
and Ihal the lacalion of lhe 13-ksi 16 inch flaw paint is to 
the right af the crack arrest curve as plotted in Figure 49 . 
Accordingly, the conditions for fracture initiation are not 
attainable for this material at the service temperature of 
120 F and stresses in the order of 13 ksi . The st ress 
required for fracture ini tiation fram the 16 inch fatigue 
flaw (i.e., aI lhe time of leakage) is estimated by the + poinl 
to be in the orde r of twiee the leve i of the operating stress. 

CASE C3 - High-Pressure Air Flask, ASTM A372, 

Class IV Steel 

c 

0.43 

Mn 

1 59 

YS 
(ksi) 

83 o 

NDT 
IFI 

90 

Compositio n !Wt %) 

025 

TS 
(ksi) 

116.9 

CvNDT 
fft -lb) 

19 

p 

0020 

EI 
(0/0) 

19 O 

FT 
IFI 

80 

S 

0003 

RA 
(%) 

493 

17 

Mo 

022 

This case involves a high pressure compressed air flask 
of seamless tube construction. The flask dimensions of 1.5 
inch wall thickness, 22.5 inch diamete r, and 15 foot length 
represent a large·scale version of a convenlional thin-wal led 
pressure bottle used for compressed gases. Fragmentation 
fracture of the flask occurred during a routine air-Ieak test 
conducted at 80 F. The initiating flaw was de termined to 
be a through-the-thickness radial lamination of longitudinal 
orientation, Le., following the direction of the'-p.rinlary flow 
lines resulting from a draw bench forming operation .' The 
through-the-thickness portion of the lamination was ap
proximately 12 inches long, as shown in Figure 5 1; a 
narrow tail- region that extended along the center of the 
wall was also noted. 

The flask successfully resisted fracture for two previous 
hydrotests of 5 minute durations, and for a "short" period 
in a routine test for air leaks when fragmentation occurred 
at apressure which corresponded to a shell stress of 25 ksi. 
It is believed lha! lhe laminaled region gradually deve loped 
an interconnecting network of "decohesion" regions during 
these times. When these merged into a network of 12 inch 
length, the required criticai flaw size was attained and 
fraclure resulted. The flask was purchased lo ASTM 
A372-IV specifications. 

The fraclure analysis diagram (Figure 51) illuslrales 
lhal lhe faiJure occurred aI !O F below lhe NDT tempera
ture. The flaw size and stress leveIs conditions are in 
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excellent agreement with the predictions ofthe generalized 
fracture analysis diagramo 

CASE C4 - Turbine Spindle Forging, 
ASTM A293 Steel 

c 

0.30 

YS 
(ksi) 

85.0 

Mn 

0.70 

Composition (Wt%) 

S, 

0.20 

TS 
(ksi) 

111.0 

Ni 

3.0 

EI 
(0/0) 

19.0 

Mo 

0.50 0 .50 

RA 
(%) 

50.8 

The results of the failure of a large turbine spindle are 
illustrated in Figure 52. A detailed account of conditions 
relating to this f<!i1ure have been presented by Emmert. 13 

The fai lure originated at the core of a massive spindle 
forging which was 7 feet in dia meter and 4 fee t long in the 
central region, as illu strated in Figure 53. Numerous 
magnetic particJe indications of flakes and thermal craeks 
were found in the broken sections of the core. The larger of 
these flaws were noted to be in the range of 6 to 12 inches. 
lhe failure of the spindle during a routine ove rspeed test 
resulted in the fragmentation of the heavy core section into 
four "quadrant" sections, i.e., pieces in the order of 4 x 3 x 
5 feet in size. The failure temperature was determined to be 
180 ± 20 F. Charpy V correlation wilh the NDT tesls from 
the shaft extension section were used to es tim ate the NDT 
temperature of the massivc core section fr0111 Charpy data 
reported for the massive section. The Charpy data indicated 
that the NDT of the core section was in the range 220 ± 20 
F. 

The spindle was purchased lo ASTM A293 specifica
tion, which is conventional for heavy forgings. The failure 
tem per ature, flaw size, and stress conditions established for 
this failure are in excellent correspondence with the 
predictions provided by the fracture analys is diagram o 

Category D: Temperature Between NDT mui CA T Curve
Elastic Stress Loading o(Large Flaws 

C 

0.24 

CASE Dl - High-Pressure Gas Flask, 

Mn 

1.33 

YS 
(ksil 

80.6 

NDT 
IFI 

30 

ASTM A302 Grade B Steel 

Composition (Wt%) 

Si 

0.26 

TS 
(ksi) 

104.1 

CvNDT 
(ft-!b) 

34 

P 

0.015 

EI 
(%) 

22.0 

FT 
IFI 

45 

S 

0.014 

RA 
(%1 

56.0 

CvFT 
Ift-Ib l 

40 

Mo 

0 .57 
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FIGURE 51 - (Case C3) Fracture analysis relating to the 
air-Ieak test failure of a n ASTM A372-I V high pressw"! .,ir 
f lask. 

FIGURE 52 - (Case C4) Remains of a turbine spind le 

fo llo wing fracture and eject ion of t he 7 foot diameter center 
section. 

T his case related to a th.ick·wall Oask used for the 
contain mcnt af high pressure gases. The fa ilure af the flask, 
due to the p resence a f a large lamination , occurred during 
hydro test 0 11 reaching lhe specified stress af 57 ksi. The 
ge neral appearance af the failed fla sk is shown in Figure 54~ 
deta ils af lhe construction and af the in il iat ing flaw are 
indicated in Figu re 55. The 10 foot lo ng Oask was 
constructed by welding af 30 ioch Qulee diameter cylin
drical forgings of 3 .3 in ch \Vall thickness. High quality 
fabrication procedures were used because a f lhe criticaI 
app lica tion involved in the use af th is flask. Exac ting X.ray 
in spec lion was used during fabrication and fol1 owing a fin al 
stress relie f heat treatment. However, the 12 ioch long 
radial Jamination , wruch was lhe sourcc af fracture , \Vas not 
detccted. This is 110t surprising beca use af the diffi cu lty af 
detccting tightly bound laminatio n defects by nondes truc· 
tive methods. It should be noted lhat the laminatio n defect 
was entire ly contained in the cylindrical fo rging. The 
fo rgings \Vere purchased to ASTM A302-B spccifications. 

lhe fact rha t th e lamination fl aw a f almosl lhe exact 
size c f the Case C3 ai r flask failure required approxima tely 
t\Vice lhe leveI af stress (5 7 ksi compared LO 25 ksi) for 
fracture initiat ion is of particular i;lterest. For the Cast DI 
gas flask, the failure temperature was approx imately 15 F 
above the NDT temperature, while for the Case C3 air fla sk , 
the fa ilure temperature was IOF below the NDT tem pera
tu re. The fracture stress for a flaw of 12 in ch size would be 
expected to have the gene ra l relationship given by the 
dashed curve of Figure 55; i.e., for a given flaw size, a much 
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F IGURE 53 - (Case C4) Fracture analysis relati ng to the 
overspeed failure of the ASTM A293 turbine spindle forging. 

FIGURE 54 - (Case D1) Hydrotest fracture of a 30 inch 
dia meter high _pressure gas fl ask; the 12 inch lamination flaw 
origi n is shown at the topo 
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FIGUR E 55 - (Case 01 ) Fractui'e ana lys is relating to the 
h yd rotest failu re of the ASTM A302· B gas flask . 

larger stress is requ ired to cause initiation above the NDT 
tempera ture as compared to that below the NDT tempera
ture . 

The appearance of the two fractu res immediately 
reflect the conditions o f fracture below and above the 
NOT. The Case C3 air fiask vesse l fragmented in to a large 
number of small pieces; no shear lips were p resent o n the 
fracture surfaces. The frac ture o f the Case DIgas flask was 
limited to a few large pieces; shear lips of 1/16 to 1/8 inch 
thickness were readily visible. 

Calegol)' E: Temperature al FTE- Plastic Strain Loading of 
Moderalely Large Flaws 

The fracture diagram indicates a requirement for 

, 



combined conditians of plastic overload and large flaws for 
fracture initiation at temperatures 60 F above the NOT 
tempcrature. Excellent canfirmation af this requirement 
have beeo provided by the resu lts of a series af full-size 
pressure vessc l tests canducted by the Sauthwest Research 
Institute for the Pressure Vesse l Researd' Council (PVRC) 
and lhe A tomic Energy Cammission. 1 4 

, I 5 The tests, which 
were planned by lhe Low Cyc1e Fat igue Subcommittee af 
the PVRC, were in tended to evalu ate the \aw cycle fatigue 
characteristics af various nozz\e designs. The grow th of 
fatigue cracks at the nozzles in the cou rse of the tests 
provided flaw size-fracture st ress data for the sleels used in 
the construction af the pressure vesse ls and nozzles. The 
unusualIy high she II stress leveis used in Ihese lesls reflecl a 
requirement for developing plastic strain levei loads in the 
nozzle regions for the purposes of conductiog low cycle 
fa tigue studics. 

The tests were cOlldu cted at 60 to 70 F using slaw, 
cyclic loading by hydrostalic pressurization. Four vesse ls 
were involved; two of these were constructed af ASTi'.~ 
A201 plate with A lOS nozzle forgings, and lhe olher two 
vesse ls were conslructed of ASTM A302-B plale with 
A 182-F I (modified) nozzles. These materiais also con
formed to the specifications fo r stcels intended for low 
temperature se rvice, ASTM A300-58. The NOT lempera
lures of shell and nozzle materiais were determined by 
postfailure tests, to be uniformly in the range O to 10 F 
excepl for Dne componenl which had a 20 F NOT. Thus, alI 
of the lests which were conducted may be considered as 
representing tests within 10 F of the FTE temperature 
which represents the CAT for stress leveis equal lo the yield 
strengths of lhe metais . 

CASE E 1 - Fraeture 01 PVRC No. 1 Vessel 

Material c 

A201 Shell 
A 105 Nozzle 

0.18 
0.25 

Material 

A2Ql Shell 
A 105 Nozzle 

Material 

A2Q l Shell 
A lJ5 Nozzle 

Composition (VVt%) 

Mn 

0.65 
0.72 

YS 
(ksi) 

48.0 
36.4 

Só 

0.21 
0.22 

TS 
(ksi) 

67.9 
66.6 

NDT CvNDT 
tFI Ift-Ib) 

O 26 
10 13 

p 

0 .0 10 
0.007 

EI RA 
(%) (%) 

40.0 54.6 

34·1 50.5 

FT CvFT 
(FI tlt-Ibl 

60/70 63/72 
60 /7 0 25/30 

S 

0 .024 

0.034 

The general features of ali test vessels are illustrated by 
the failure photograph (Figure 56) of the firsl vessel of the 
test senes, PVRC No. 1. The vesscl was construct~d from 2 
inch Ihick ASTM A20 1 plale and ASTM A I OS nozzle 
forgings. The materiais \Vere aluminum deaxidized and heat 
treated by normalizing. The vesse l was subjected to slow, 
cyclic , hydraulic pressurization to shell stress leveis approxi
mating lhe 48 ksi yield strenglh of the sheII material. Strain 
gage measurement indicated lhat the nozzle was loaded 
plasticalIy to 0.47% strain, resu lling in lhe growlh of a low 
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FIGURE 56 - (Case El) Failure of the 3 foot diameter, low 

cycle fat igue test vessel PVRC No . 1. The arrow indicates the 
loca tion of the 6 inch fatigue crack which initiated the 
fracture_ 

F IGUR E 57 - (Case El) PVRC No .. 1 vessel fracture surface 
illustrating the 6 inch fatigue crack at the naule source pain t 
(located by the arrow in Figure 54). 

cycJe fatigue crack which penetrated the nozzle to a depth 
Df approximately 1-1 /2 inches (4 inch long fl aw), at which 
point (6800 cycJes) the lestwas discontinued and lhe crack 
was weld re paired. Continuation of the test resulted in the 
development of a new crack at the bottom of the weld 
repair ' 6 lo approximately a 3 inch deplh (6 inch long 
flaw), at which point (7516 cycJes) a brittle fracture was 
initiated in lhe nozzle and propagaled through the sheU 
(Figure 57). The fracture surfaces through lhe sheIl showed 
1/8 inch shear !ips. The NOT of lhe nozzle steel was lO F 
and th al of lhe shelJ O F. 

The fracture analysis diagram (Figure 58) predicts Ihat 
at the service temperature equivalent to the FfE tempera· 
ture af the steel, a large flaw and high plastic load stresses 
would be required for fracture initiation. Evidently, the ..t 
inch long crack which developed during the prerepair 
portion af the test was not af sufficient size to trigger me 
f'acture. The groWtll of the second fatigue crack to a length 



of 6 inches provided the necessary fl aw size for fracture. 
The 6 inch Oaw size is in good agreement wi th the flaw size 
estimates provided by the genera l fracture ana lysis diagram, 
as indicated by the dashed line of Figure 58. T he 1/8 inch 
shear lip shown by the fracture surfaces is characteristic of 
fractures that propaga te at FTE tcmperature, through strcss 
fields at the yield-point-Ievel. 

Case E2: Leakage Failure of 
PVRC No_ 2 Vessel 

A secand vessel , PVRC No. 2, which was a duplica te af 
PVRC No. 1, was fabricated at the same time, using 
materia is fral11 the same heats af steels (Case E I properties 
given above). The Case E2 vessel was cyclcd at a shell stress 
of 3/4 the yield strength of the A20 1 shell material with a 
resulting nazzle stress of 0.28% strain. Follawing a discus
sion of the PVRC No. 1 fa ilure, the authors recommended 
to the PVRC Committee thal lhe first fa tigue crack which 
would develop in a nozzle of the PVRC No. 2 not be weld 
repaired, as an attempt to continue. the testing and deve lop 
fatigue crack ini tiation at other nozzles. It was predicted 
that lhe vessel would not be "Iost" by fracture and that the 
test would be terminaled by leakage. Additional lesting 
could then be conducted by removing the failed nozzle and 
rewelding with a port clasure. As pred ic ted , a fatigue crack 
(7-3/ 4 inches long, 4-1 /2 inches deep) developed which 
penelraled the nozzle wall (85,868 cycles) and resulted in a 
failure by leakage. The fracture analysis diagram af Figure 
58 was the basis af the predictian that lowering the nazzle 
stress levei from 0.47% strain to 0.28% st rain should result 
in a requirement far a fracture initiation flaw that is 
considerably larger lhan the 6 inch flaw which had almost 
penelrated lhe nozzle in lhe PVRC No. I vessel. As an 
estimate, the required flaw size should be in lhe arder af 1 
ta 2 feet. It is evident that the growth of such a large flaw, 
for the illustrated nozzle configuration (Figure 57) would 
result in penetration through the wall prior to fracture. This 
case provides an excellent example of the use af lhe 
fracture diagrams for the prediction of service faHure 
conditions. 

CASE E3 - leakage Failure of PVRC No. 3 Vesse l 

Material C Mn 

A302 ~ B Shell 0,23 1,23 
A 182- F 1 Nozzle 0,22 133 

YS 
Material (ksi) 

A302 B Shel l 60, 7 
A182 F I Nozz le 52 .3 

Material 

A302 B Shell 
A 182 FI NOllle 

NDT 

!F I 

20 
10 

Composition (Wt%) 

Si 

0.29 
0,23 

TS 
(ksil 

81.3 
74. 3 

19 

16 

P 

0.019 
0 .011 

EI 
1%1 

39.0 
3 1.0 

FT 
IFI 

60170 
60170 

S 

0.02 1 
0 .030 

RA 
(%1 

64.0 
64.8 

Mo 

C.59 
0.54 

29/33 
30/35 

A third vessel, PVRC No. 3, was constructed of ASTM 
A302-B shell material and modified A 182-F I 110zzle mate
rial. Bath types of steel were aluminum deoxidized and 
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FrGURE 58 - (Case El) Fracture anatysis retating to the 

faiture of the PVRC No. 1 vesset wh ich originated from a 6 

inch fatigue crack in a forged ASTM A 105 nozzte. 

heat treated by normalizing. This vessel was cycled at a 
she ll stress of 42 ksi with resulting 0.43% p lastic strain at 
the nazzle. Fa tigue crack leakage was observed at 8500 
cycles. The surface appearance af lhe crack at the nazzJe 
pan opening is illustrated in Figure 59 ; the crack appear
an ce is typical af ali af the fatigue cracks cited for the 
PVRC series. The internai appearance of the fatigue crack is 
showll in Figure 60. The pad type nozzle involved in the 
leakage, featured a plug hole through lhe pad which 
provided for leakage at the time that the crack had 
propagated through to the shell -to-pad inlerface. The 
nozzle design and path of leakage are detaí led by the 
drawing in Figure 61, wlüch also inc\udes the frac ture 
analysis diagramo The high levei of fracture toughness of the 
she ll steel at a temperalure of IOF below the FTE is c1early 
indicated by the resistance to fracture in the presence of a 4 
inch flaw subjected to plastic loads af 0.43% strain. 

CASE E4 - leakage Failure of PVRC No. 4 Vessel 

Material C Mn 

A302 - B Shell 0.20 1.42 
A182 - F1 Nozzle 0.24 1.35 

YS 
Material (k si ) 

A302-B Shel1 58.1 
A 182-Fl Nozzle 61.8 

Material 

A302- B Shelt 
A182-Fl Nozzle 

NDT 

IFI 

10 
10 

Composit ion (Wt%1 

Si 

0.19 
0.28 

TS 
(ksi) 

79.5 
86.0 

CvNDT 
(ft·lb ) 

15 
20 

p 

0.ü18 
0.019 

EI 
1%1 

26.0 
28.3 

FT 
IFI 

60/70 
60170 

S 

0.022 
0.017 

RA 
1%1 

54.5 
64 .6 

Mo 

0.52 
0.52 

CvFT 
(ft-Ib) 

38/43 
40/46 

A fourth vessel, which was a duplicate of PVRC No. 3 
was fabricated at the same time, using similar materiais for 
the shell and nozzle. This case af E4 provides a simulta-

, 
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neous evaluation of two flaw sizes at two leveis af stress. 
Figure 62 illuslrates lhe two fatigue cracks tllal developed; 
one was located in the nozzle at the port opening and the 
othe; at the nozzle to shel1 junctian area. Leakage through 
the nozzle-to-shell junction area terminated the test at 
40,041 cycJes. The faiiure deveioped aI lhe Iype nozzie Ihat 
was af the same design as that which initiated failure for 
PVRC No. I and No. 2. 

The fraclure anaiysis diagfam (Figure 63) illuslfales 
Ihal lhe sheU slress of PVRC No. 4 was 32 ksi , lhe plastic 
stress at the throat section of the failure nozzle was 0 .35% 
strain, and the stress at the nozzle-to·shell junction point 
was 52 ksi. Neither af these two combinations of flaw and 
slress (2-7/8 inche flaw and 0.35 % strain or, 5 inch flaw and 
52 ksi stress) were adequate to initiate fracture at the FTE 
lemperalure. lt shouid be noted lhal lhe case of lhe iarger 
flaw involves a simultaneous test of the nozzIe and shell due 
to the fact that lhe flaw extended into both regions. 

Summary of PVRC Test Data 
The following summary may be made from the 

described analyses: 

Vessel 

PVRC No. 1 
PVRC No_ 3 

Vessel 

PVRC No. 4 

PVRC No. 2 

PVRC No. 4 
(noule) 

PVRC No. 4 
(shell) 

Flaw Sile (inches) 

6 
4 

Flaw Sile (inches) 

2·7/8 

7·3/4 

5 

5 

Stress levei Resúlt 

0.47% strain Fracture 

0.43% strain Leakage 

Stress levei Result 

0.35% strain leakage at 
5 inch flaw 

0.28% strain leakage 

52 ksi leakage 

52 ksi leakage 

These results document a consistent performance pattern 
which fully confirms the fracture analysis d iagraJl~ predic
tions that moderately large tlaws and stress leveIs in the 
plastic overload range are required to initiate fracture at 
temperalures of NDT + 50 F lo NDT + 60 F. In addition, 
these tests provide a better definition of the flaw size and 
stress requirement than the previously available estimates. 
The increased fracture toughness that resulls from increas
ing lhe lemperalure by 50 to 60 F abave lhe NDT 
temperature is most dramatic when compared with the 
information 00 the extremely small Oaw sizes that may 
trigger fracture at low leveIs of applied stress below the 
NDT temperature , e.g., Category B failures. An interesting 
comparison may be made also with Case AI, Figure 21, 
which involved a small flaw and localized plastic stress loads 
with the service lemperature beiow NOT. 

Category F: Temperature Abave FTE and Above rTP- Near 
Ultimate Tensile Strength Laading of Very Large Flaws 

Data relating to the subject category were ob tained as 
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FIGURE 59 - (Case E2) Surface appearance of the fatigue 

crack (right) which penetrated the nozzle w all and resu lted in 

leakage termínation Df the fatig ue test for the PVRC No. 3 

vessel. 

ihe result of ao cxtensive sedes af deliberateIy flawed and 
burst tested pressure vessels af approximately 15 foot 
length x 22 inch outer dia meter x 1.5 ioch wall thickness. 
The series is af particular interest because it involved test 
conditions related to various fracture categories. It also 
involved pressurization by hydrostatic and pneumatic 
means. In fact, the demonstration af Category F conditions 
resulted fram lhe pneumatic pressurization tests. Discus
sions of these cases will be directed not anly to documenta
tio o of the subject calegory, but , also at explaining 
polentially dramatic differences in service failures involving 
hydrostatic and pneumatic pressurization. 

The interest in the Category F test series began with 
lhe Case C3 air-ieak lesl faiiure of lhe normalized A372 
Class IV 5teel flask described in Figure 51. Following trus 
event, new pressure vesse ls using a wide variety af steel 
compositions and quenched and tempered (Q&T) heal 
treatments, were manufactured and deliberately flawed for 
lesl purposes. These inc1uded Q&T A372 Class IV sleeis, 
Q&T A336 Class F-22 (2-1 /4% Cr, 1.0% Mo) sleeis, and 
Q&T HY-80 (3.0% Ni, 1.6% Cf, 0.5 % Mo) sleeis. As a 
result, the NDT of the test vessels varied from 15 F abave 
the ambient test temperatures (alI tests were conducted at 
40 lo 70 F) lo as much as 200 F below the test 
temperature. All tests were conducted with externally cut 
""slit" flaws having a sharp root radius of 0.001 incho Two 
types of slits were used, 10 inches x 0.45T (T relates (o lhe 
1.5 inch tltickness) and 20 inches x 0.80T. In arder to 
simplify the presentation of these data , the test tempera
ture is represented by the "6[" between the actual NDT of 
the vessel and the temperature at the time af test. Thus, a 
vessei thal had a NDT of 200 F below lhe lesl lemperalure 
is represen ted as being tested as NDT + 200 F; a vessel that 
had a NDT of i5 F above lhe tesl temperature is 
represented as being lested aI NOT - 15 F, elc_ The yieid 
strengths of lhe vesseis varied from 80 lo 100 ksi and the 
tensile slrenglhs from 110 lo 130 ksi. F ar purposes of the 
diagram summarizations, these have been averaged as 



FIGURE 60 - (Case E3) Nozzle section shown in Figure 57 
was cooled with liquid nitrogen and split open in the plane of 
the fatigue crack (dark reg ion at top left of the fracture 

surfaceL 
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FIGURE 61 - (Case E3) Fracture analysis of the f law size 
and stress conditions that were inadequate for fracture 
initiation in the A182-Fl forged nozzle of the PVRC No. 3 
pressure vessel. 

approximately 90 ksi and 120 ksi for the yield and tens ile 
strengths, respectively. 

Cases F 1 to F5: Hydrostatic Burst Tests of 
Deliberately Flawed Pressure Vessels 

Figure 64 presents a summary Df the -hydrostatic burst 
tests which involved the use of the 10 inch long sli t. In 
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FIGURE 62 - (Case E4) Leakage regian in the nozzle of the 
PVRC No. 4 vessel. The nozzle section was cooled with liquid 
nitrogen and split open in the plane of the two fatigue cracks 
(dark areas). The larger of the two fatigue cracks is noted to 
have penetrated through the thickness of the shell wall. The 
shiny are between the cracks is a machine cut to remove a 
metal f in which covered a portion of the fatigue crack. 
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FIGURE 63 - (Case E4) Fracture ana lysis of the flaw size 
and stress that were inadequate for fraeture initiation in the 
ASTM A182· Fl nozzle and the ASTM A302·B shell of the 
PVRC No. 4 vessel. 

pressurizing of vessels containing such large slits there is a 
natural tendency for the slit to open up at the outer surface 
i.e., to become V-shaped. This condition results from the 
graudal development of an elliptical bulge ovcr the weak
ened area of the slit. For tests conducted below the NDT 
the process was terminated at incipience by the develop
ment of a brittle fracture which originated at the boUom of 
the above described V. The vessels then fragmented ioto 
several pieces (Figure 65, top). The fracture surfaces were 
characterized by a lack of visible shear lips, as expected for 
fractures below the NDT. These events are noted in the 
diagram of Figure 64 for the test data points below NDT. 

Pressurization at NDT + 30 F resulted in a slight1y 
higher nominal burst stress (according to the formula for 
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FIGURE 64 - lCases F1 and F5) Summary of hydrostatic 
burst test data. 

thin-walled vessels, PD/2 l , involving pressure, diameter , and 
wall thickness) and a distinctly different fraetme appear
ance. The bottom af the V developed a prefracture fibrou s 
tear , and lhe fraeture made involved very long, branched 
ruptures rather thao severa I fragments, Figure 65, center. 
The fraeture surfaces showed a minirnum Df 1/ 16 il1ch thick 
shear lips which are characteristic af failures at 20 to 50 F 
above the NOT. A slight bulge had developed prior to 
fracture because of lhe increased fracture toughness of Lhe 
material. 

Pressurization at NOT + 80 to + 90 F resulted in an 
additional smaH increase in the burst stress and in a 
dramatic change in the fracture appearance. The fra cture 
wlúch developed stopped approximately 2 feet from e. ch 
end of the slit , Figure 65 , battom. Examination of the 
fracture showed that the prefracture tear had extended 
completely through the remaining section at the bottom of 
lhe V and lhat a partially brittle fracture had originated 
frem lhe ends of the slit. The heavy shear lips (1 / 4 to 1/2 
inch) which characterize NOT + 80 to + 90 F temperatures, 
caused the fracture to propagate at relatively low velocity. 
As a result, the hydrostatic pressure was lost due to 
spurting of the liquid and the fracture was arresled after a 
short run. 

lhe developrnent of a slow , vertical te'ar· th.rough the 
rernaining net section af the slit documents the develap
ment of an appreciab le bulge prior to fracture. It also 
documents lhat for the NOT + 90 F tests, the plotted burst 
stress conditions (as calculated by PO/2t) are fictitiou s 
because lhey do not apply to the bulge area. The actual 
stresses at the slit ends at the time of fracture initiat ion in 
the NOT + 90 F tests are represented in Figure 64 by Ule 
paint of the dashed arrow, i.e. , close to lhe ultimate tensile 
strength of lhe material. 

Cases F6to FII: Pneumatic Burst Tests 
of Deliberately Flawed Pressure Vessels 

Buest tests of other deliberately flawed vessesl featuring 
test temperatures of NOT + 70 F to + 90 F, NOT + 120 F 
(at FTP), and NOT + 200 F (above FTP) were conducted 
wilh the 20 inch x 0.8T slits and pneu matic loading. Figure 
66 presents a summary of the pneu matic burst tes ts which 
involved the use of the 20 inch long slit. Also included in 
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FIGURE 65 - lIIustrating the general mode of failure of 
hydrostatically loaded pressure vessels featu ring the presence 
of large flaws. Top: fragmentation into large pieces at 
temperatures at or below NOT. Middle: extensive ruptures at 
temperatures of NOT + 30 F to NOT + 50 F. Bottom: 
limited ruptures at temperatures of NOT + 80 F to NO'- + 90 
F. 
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FIGUR E 66 - (Cases F6 to Fl1t Summary of pneumatic 

burst test data" 

Figure 66 are the data fo r the Case C3 air- Ieak fa ilure , 
which represents a pneumatic load test below the NOT 
temperature. lhe appearance of the Case C3 air·leak test 
fracture is shown in Figure 6 7 ( top). The high degree of 
fragmentat ion is typical of fra ctures deve loped below the 
NDT temperature for pncumatic pressurization. Fo r hyd ro
static pressurization below the NOT tempera ture , fragmen
tation with fewer but larger pieces will aceur as shown in 
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Figure 65 , topo The other principal difference between the 
two is that the fragments are projected outward at much 
higher velocit ies for the pneumatic case. 

Figure 66 also illustrates tllat above the NDT tempera
ture, ali of the poeumatic loaded vessels failed at relatively 
low (apparent, PD/2t) burst stresses by the development of 
a teosi le neck failure (to a knife edge) oI' the remaining 
O.2T bridge. Immediately thereafter , tl.e unsupported slit 
arca was bulged severely to an egg shape, as is evident from 
Figure 67, bottom . In contrast to the case of hydrostatic 
pressurization, the pneumatic pressure was not rel ieved by 
the escape Df a small amount af the pressurizing agent. The 
high compressibility of the gas provided a continuiog "soft 
spring" loading across the apco slit and lhe reSli lting tear as 
it propagated. The trcmcndous amounts af energy stored in 
the compressed air not only forced the complete splitting 
af aU pressure vessels af thi5 group, bui also ac ted partia lly 
to flatten out the remains. The process is operat ive even for 
conditions af fra ctlire by fuU shea~ , i.e., above the ITP 
temperature. The pectinent burst stress leveIs wruch are 
involved for pneumatic burst tests are indicated in Figure 
66 by the headi of the dashed arrows. 

The results of tllese tests may suggest tl13t for 
extremely large fl aw sizes and for conditions of pneumatic 
pressurization the fracture aoalysis diagram is irrelevant ; 
such is not the case. Let us consider an analogous case of a 
{lat plate. containing the same flaws and loaded at the same 
NDT referenced temperatures. The stress leveis that wau ld 
have beeo required to devclap fracture of the plate would 
have becn the same as those developed in the bulge regions 
af the pressure vessels. These are lhe stress leveis indicated 
in Figure 66 by the various heads oI' the dashed arrows. In 
otller words, at FTP the load applied to the plate would 
have been near ultimate tensile strength leveis, as required 
by the fracture analysis diagram for category F failures near 
to and above FTP temperatures. 

There are several practical lessons to be learned from 
these tests, over and above the comple te corroboration 
provided for the fracture analysis diagram , as follows : 

I. The fracture -safe regions of the diagram, indicated 
by the temperature zone to the right oI' the CAT curve, 
actually represent safety re lative to the usual case of 
spontaneously running fractures (fractures that propagate 
in the classical brittle fra cture sense by release of elastic 
straio energy fram a pre-existiog stress f}e ld) . 

2. The unique conditioos of local plastic instability 
(bulge) provide an additional means of fracture prapagation 
wruch 1S relative ly independent of the general stress field. 
What is importaot in this case is the "multiplication" of the 
general stress levei which is developed in the partially 
supported bulge region. Thus, if the flaw is sufficiently 
large to ioitiate inslability for the levei of genera l (PD/ 2t) 
stress, there is no stopping of the tearing ac tion except for a 
drastic decrease in the general st ress levei, the reasoo beiog 
that the process basically involves inst ab ility- the larger the 
flaw the larger the bulge and the higher the stress 
multiplication, etc. 

3. It is concluded that for internal1 y' pressurized 
vessels, fractuie safety io the region to lhe right of the CAT 
curve requires one additional item of consideration- the 
flaw must not be so large as to provide for the initiation of 
local plastic instability. Failure to meet this second require. 
ment will resul t in partial fracture for the hydrostatic case 
and in total destruction of the vessel for the pneumatic 
case. 
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FIGURE 67 - IlIustrating the general mode of failure of 
pneumatically loaded pressure vessels featuring the presence 
of large flaws. Top: fragmentation at temperatures below 
NOT. Middle·fracture into several large pieces at tempera· 
tures of NOT + 80 F. Bottom: ductile tear at temperatures of 
NOT + 120 F and higher. 

General Procedure for the Fracture-Safe 
Engineering Use of Steels Based on lhe 

Fracture Analysis Diagram 
The foregoing development and explanation of the 

fracture analysis diagram concepts, with detaited service 
failure documentation of the validity of the concepts, 
served the purpose of th is final section which cansiders tlle 
interests of the eventual users of the information. The 
general procedures which have been evolved for the 
fracture-safe design and engineering specifications of steels 
based on the fracture analysis diagram will be explained 
next. 

The principal features af these procedures are ilIus
trated in Figure 68. It is emphasized that the procedures 
apply to structures that contain flaws; if it is determined ar 
assumed that the structure is flaw·free , there is no need for 
consideration of the fracture properties of steels! The basic 
fracture analysis diagram has fo ur primary reference points 
which may be used as design cri teria. These relate to the 
fab rication and design features of the st ructure with respect 
to the use or absence of st ress relie f, the expected levei of 
stress at criticai paints (initialion points), the expected size 
af flaws at initiatian paints, the general leve i a f stress, 
considerations of flaw size en largerncnt consequent to low 
cyc\e fatigue, etc. Ali af these are items requiring engi
neering design judgment . The four design cri teria are 
defined as follows: 

, 
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FIGURE 68 - An example illustrating the four simple steps 
for the engineering selection of fracture-safe steels based on 
the fracture analysis diagram concepts and a catal09 of NDT 

data. 

NDT Temperature Design Criterion 
Service use above the NDT tem per ature is required for 

structures Ihat are not thermally ar mechanical1y stress 
relieved or that may be expected to develop points af local 
yielding, because below the NDT temperature, very small 
flaws may se rve as iniliators under these conditions. 
Fracture protection is afforded hy the rapid, stress-axis rise 
of lhe iniliation curve for small tlaws a t temperatures above 
the NDT temperature. 

NDT + 30 F Design Criteriol1 
This design criterion relates to the CAT for stresses in 

the order of 1/2 the yield strength of the steeL By 
restricting service use to above this temperature, the 
flaw-size evaluation problem disappears, 'provided the levei 
of stress does nol exceed 1/2 the yield stren-gttr-level, as is 
the usu al case. In other words, since the fractures canoot 
initiate, they cannot propaga te. This approach is inherent in 
the British engineering use of the isothermal Robertson 
CAT, the Esso use of the CAT for 18 ksi , and ali other 
similar CA T methods. 

NDT + 60 F Design Criterion 
This design criterion is based on the same considera

tions as design criterion 2 above, except that the leveI of 
general stress is considered to be equal to the yield strength 
of the steeL TlUs design eriterion applied to the PVRC No. 

(l)1f it is decided to use the drop-weight tcst for specification 
purposes, for the above example, "no-break" performance!,2 
\Vould be required at the specification test temperature of 10 F . 
This procedurc does not require the determination of the NDT 
temperature; the "no-break" performance indicates that the 
(accepted) steel has an NDT that is below IOF. 
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I vesse l. It ais o applies to special cases involving high test 
pressurization and reactor pressure vessel service conditions 
at nozzles due to severe thermal stress conditions. 

NDT+ 120 F Design Criterion 
This design criterion is based on service requirements 

for plastic overload of the structure, which may either 
involve considerations of possible accidents ar, as in the 
case of rnilitary structures, the expectation of explosive 
attack. The intent is to restrict service to fuI! shear fracture 
temperatures in arder to develop the utmost of fracture 
resistance. 

Let us assume, for purposes of an example, that 
engineering judgment dieta tes the use of the NDT + 30 F 
(CAT) design criterion, and that 40 F represents the lowest 
expectcd service temperature. As noted in Figure 68, there 
are four sim pie steps of the analysis: 

L The four design cri teria , as noted on the diagram, 
are considered in relation to their significance with respect 
to the specific structure. The choice in this example is 
assumed to be NDT + 30 F (CAT) eriterion. 

2. The lowest service temperature, 40 F for the above 
stated example, is related to the chosen design criterion. 

3. The highest permissible NDT temperature is then 
determined from the "Ilt" scale of the diagram; this is IOF 
for the above stated case . 

4. The most economical choice of steel is determined 
by the use of NDT data for the steels of interest, coupled 
with engineering judgment as to desirabiUty of conducting 
selection tests, as described below. 

Let us now assume lha t information is available as to 
the NDT frequency distribution curves of steels having the 
desired strength levei and section thickness for the above 
case. Engineering judgment is then required regarding the 
most economical selection based 00 the availability of NDT 
frequeocy distribution ,data as illustrated at the bottom of 
the figure. The following eonsiderations may apply: 

Steels A and B. No t adequate beeause none of the A 
steels and only a very small par t of lhe B steel population 
may be expected to. be suitable- test selection is not 
practical. 

Steel C. Approximately 50% of the population should 
be adequate- test selection is required.( I) 

Steel D. Ali of the population should be adequate and 
no specification test is required for selection; however, it 
may be desirable to spot check for quality controI reasons. 

Steel E. Much lower transition temperature than is 
required; the added cost ave r Steel C is not justified. 

It should be apparent that the particular requirements 
of the job will determine the choice between Steels C and 
D. The question of testiog or not testing is a very practical 
one which relates to costs of purchase on'a test requirement 
basis as compared to the purchase of a more expensive steel 
that would not require testing. 

For other design cri teria (NDT, NDT + 60 F , ar NDT + 
120 F) thao the illustrated example, similar procedures as 
described above are followed. 

The authors have engaged in coosiderable analyses 
involving the selection of the most economical steels for a 
wide variety of applications. For such purposes, they have 
collected a relatively large amount of data involving the 
NOT frequency distribution curves of various common 
grades of steel as a function of thickness and heat 
treatment. Figure 69 presents examples of NOT frequency 
distribution curves. The top group illustrates the improve-



ment in sh ip stecls which followcd the unfortunate experi
ences of World War 11. The curve labeled "World War 11" 
represents the frequency group presented in Figure 40. The 
batiam group illustrates high tensile steels of various 
thickness ranges, as rolled and normalized. This grouping 
was deve loped specifically for the selection of frac ture-safe 
stee ls for a Iarge and expensive engineering structure of 
Navy interest, requiring steels for which such data did not 
exist. In this case it was necessary to develop NDT 
distribution curves by random selection of materiais. These 
curves are typically 40 to 60 F wide and approximately 15 
to 20 tests based 0 0 random sampling serve adequately to 
define the range. Recourse may aJso be made to summaries 
of Charpy V dala , provided the correlation index with the 
NDT temperature is known for the steel. 

The appeal of the drop-weighl tesl for developing such 
frequency bands lics in the fad that it is inexpensive and is 
quickly conducted. Steels for which the NDT corre lalion 
wilh lhe Charpy V tesl has not been established may be 
tested di rect ly and the necessary data obtained in a few 
days following the assembly of material sclec ted at randam 
from warehouse and fabricating yard stocks. 

The general use of the described procedures is entirely 
dependent on lhe knowledge of the NDT properlies or 
steels. Such information is basic to the deveJopmeo t of new 
and improved steels, as well as to the design selec tion of 
steels. The information tha t has been collecled by lhe 
authors will be provided in a summary NRL Report to 
follow. It is known that considerable information also 
exis ts in the files ofvarious organizations directly in terested 
in the produetion and use of common grades of stec l. I t is 
sllggested Ihat pertinent ASTM or ASME committec groups 
take the lead in eataloging available information and in 
developing information for "gap" are as. Th is infonnation 
may be in lhe form of NDT dala or as Charpy V data which 
could theo be translated to NDT temperatures. 
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Fracture Toughness of Structural Metals( I ) 

E. A. LANGE* 

The traditional engineering approach to failure-safe design 
has beeo the use af conservative nominal stresses, and 
complex struc tures have beeo designed from sim plified 
guides or models based- 00 the theory af elast icity. 
AUowable stress leveIs for specific materiaIs are based 00 

tensile properties determined from smooth-body specimens, 
and with th is approach, very few structura l failures have 
occurred because af the ernpiricism af the tensile test. Toa 
many failures have occurred, howevef, because the engi
neering design analysis did not consider fracture resistivity. 
Eyen with the" development af linear-elastic ffactuTe 
mechanics, communication between the metallurgist, the 
frac ture mechanician, and the design engineer remains 
mini mal because of the gap between the three disciplines. 

The quantitativeness of fracture mechanics has been 
largely unavailable to the practicing engineer for analysis of 
fracture resistivity even though the merit of quantitahve
ness is generally recognized. One importaot reasoo that 
adoption of performance cri teria based upon stress
intensity values has been limited is the unfavorable eco
nomics of plane-strain frac tu re testing. The rigor of valid 
plane-strain test procedures inc1uding the thickness require
ments is a deterrent to a broader use af ASTM test 
methads. The difficulty in applying the mathematics af the 
stress-vs-flaw-size relationships to real structures is ao 
additional obstacle. A significant achievement has been 
aecomplished reeently which will help to overcome these 
obstacles by providing graphical correlations between 
stress-intensity values and energy values obtained from 
practical fracture tests, the Charpy Y·notch (Cv), and the 
Dynamic Tear (DT) tests. With these correlat ions, the 
results of engineering-type tests can be translated into 
charts of criticai tlaw size for guidance in engineering 
design . I-

3 This achievement will encourage the use of 
performance cri teria for fracture resistivity in general 
engineering design considerations . 

Ideal materiaIs for a linear-elastic fracture mechanics 
analysis are materiais with fracture resistivity sufficiently 
low to permit unstable fracture initiation under plane strain 
condihons and elastic stress leveis. For materiaIs which are 
marginal in this respect , elastic fracture mechanics relation
ships can be extrapolated into the elastic-plastic region to 
provide useful information. However, the engineering signi
ficance of small but measurable crack movement to the 
structural performance of very thick sections in marginal 
materiais requires additional consideration af property 
gradient effeets. For materiais with high fracture resistance , 
extension of the quantitative analysis provided by fraeture 
mechanics inta' the net sechon plastie region is still in the 

(I)NRL Report 7046 reprintcd with permission af the Naval 
Research Laboratory, Washington, De. 

*Strength of MetaIs Brandi, Metallurgy Division, Naval Resea rch 
Laboratory, Washington, De. 
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research stage of development. 
The Beneral fracture resistivity characteristics of a 

structural metal are the results of interactions between 
criticaI metallurgieal features and the mechanics of variaus 
loading systems. Fortunately , the conventional structural 
grades of sleel have certain metalLurgical features which 
simpUfy the engineering analysis of. the fràcture resistivity 
characte-i"istics of these basic structural m<llerials. The most 
important metallurgical features are those controlling the 
sharp transition in fracture resistance which oceurs in a 
narrow range af temperature , the temperature transition. 
An understanding of the metallurgical aspects of the 
temperature transitian is paramount to an understanding of 
the effects af superimposed mechanical eonditions. The 
metallurgical nature of titanium and aluminum alloys 
preclude the formation of a temperature transition, and the 
characterization of fracture resistivity of these alloys is 
primarily conccrned with the mechanical aspects which 
impede plastie flow. Because certain metallurgical features 
give rise to uni que fracture behavior, generalized fracture
safe design proced\lres correspandingly take advantage of 
these natural characteristics of structural metaIs. 

This report cansiders the trends in the enginee"ring 
aspects of fracture technology and emphasizes the metal· 
lurgical and meehanical features which result in rapid rises 
or transitions in fracture resistivity. These transitibns are 
triggered when conditions depart from these associated 
with the restricted regime of ideal elastic plane strain 
fracture , and they define the link bctween elastic and fu lly 
plastic fracture behavior. Test methods for measuring 
fracture toughness through transition regions must have a 
capability of measuring over a broad range , and the DT test 
was developed and used for this purpose .2 

,4 Analysis af the 
rapidly rising fracture resistance in transition regions is 
provided by diagrams which inc\ude the Fracture Analysis , 
Diagram (F AD) and lhe Ratio Analysis Diagram (RAD). 
The cancepts for providing analyses for the fracture 
toughness of structural metaIs have been available for 
several years, and the aims of trus report are to present the 
engineering approach for coupling the quantitativeness of 
fracture mechanics theory and to refine the interpretation 
af the empirical results af practical fraeture toughness tests. 

Mechanical Aspects of 
Fracture Resistivity 

This section is a brief review of general principies 
related to the mechanical aspects of fracture. Detailed 
discussians af concepts aod mathematical relationships can 
be found in the literature.S

-
7 

Mechanical constraint (triaxial stress) is generated by 
cracks and sharp notches plus thick seetions. Canstraint is 
the mechanical factar which tends to decrease the abil ity of 
structural metais to flow plastically by eoncentrating stress. 
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FIGURE 1 - Plastic zone and stress field at a crack tip for 
fracture at elastic strl?Ss leveis. 

The stress-concentration effects provlded by a crack readi1y 
elevate the stress at the crack tip to yield strength leveis, 
and . a plastic zone is formed. This basic principIe is 
illustrated in Figure 1, where it is obviaus that the larger 
the crack-tip plastic zone (increased notch ductility) , the 
greater lhe resistance to fracture. 

To clarify the terminology used in this report, the 
[racture resistivity af a specific material concerns the 
general re lationshlp between the size and strain energy of 
the plastic zone for crack extension under the fuH range of 
mechanical conditions (plane strain to plane stress) . Frac
ture toughness is a specific value for fraeture resistivity 
referred to a fixed set of mechanical conditions, such as the 
result obtained in a specific fracture test. A normalized 
[racture toughness value, such as the KICloys ratio, is 
termed here fracture resistance. For most points in these 
discussions, the terms fracture toughness and [ractlire 
resistance are synonymous. 

Since mechanical conditions change with structural 
design and tlaw geometries, there is no unique plastic zane 
size ar unique fracture toughness value for a specific 
material. A minirnum plastic zane size occurs under 
conditions of rnaximum mechanical constraint (plane 
strain), and this minimum size has been _re lated to the 
plane-strain, stress-intensity factor and the yieief strength in 
the following equation : 

1 
ry = 6; (Klc/Oys)' 

Although this is an empirical definition of the size of the 
plastic zane, it does serve to indica te the rei ative influence 
of the plastic zone on the stress-intensi ty factor and the 
type of fracture instability that is apt to occur as a function 
of section thlckness. For valid measurernent of a K1c value, 
the plastic zone must be less than 1/20 of the section 
thickness. 

Only a small crack extension is required for the 
measurement of plane-strain, stress-intensity values, and 
this may correspond to a limited extension of the crack 
front in the central region of a thick section. Further 
movernent of the crack may result in a significant increase 
in fractu re resis tance, and until the natural shape of the 
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FIG URE 2 - Load·displacement relationships for three leveis 
of fracture resistance: (lowerJ fast instability type fracture at 
elastic stress leveis and plane-strain stress state; (center! 
mixed·mode or transition-type fracture with arrest of initial 
popin crack and rising load required for terminal fracture; 
(top) fracture propagates after extensive plastic strain and 
plastic overload condition in the net section. 

crack front is attaioed , the fracture resistance associated 
with structural integrity is not fully es tab lished. Therefore, 
the measurement of a fracture taughness vaIue from the 
ini tia l rnovement of ao imposed st raight crack front in a 
tesl specimen call correspond to a variety of instabilities as 
far as the fuH section is concerned under service conditions. 

Three general types of fracture instabilities ~re illus
trated by the schernatic 10ad-dispIacement curves in Figure 
2. Type one is lhe sharp instability which occurs with in the 
linear regioo of a load-vs-displacement relationship. Type 
one inslaoility corresponds to a sharp, plane-strain (KlcJ 
type of fracture where the initial craek 1110vement signifies 
complete fracture of the section. This type of behavior can 
oceue at lo\V elastic steess leveis for very brittle materiais or 
at any elastic stress levei up to approximately 80% of the 
0.2% offse.t yie ld strength value. When the fracture resis
t ivity is sufficiently high to require yield-Ievel stress for the 
initial popin crack extension, and the section is greater than 
3 inches thick, addilional consideration should be given to 
the propagation resistance of the fracture across the fuU 
metal seetion because of the effect ofrnechanieal constraint 
gradients in thick sections. 

Type two instab ility is the case where popin accurs 
after a small but significant deviation from linearity in the 
load-displacement relationship. This type of instability 
causes a sharp drop in load, but it is fo llowed by a recovery 
in load, indieating popin arrest. A rising load is required 
then for continued crack-front movement. 

In the type two case , some slow crack rnovement or 
through-thickness yielding wh.ich may involve only a 
restricted central region usually oecurs prior to the first 
instability. This is a transition ar a mixed-mode fracture 
where the center portion fractures in a plane-strain manner. 
but the surface material fractures in shear after ductility is 
exhausted, which usually requires a significant amoum of 
plastic straining. At the start of a transition, plane suam 
conditions are breaking down. and fracture resistance is 



very se ositive to small chaoges in mechanical or metal
lurgical condi tiolls. A small decrease in constraint or 
increase in metal ductiUty will result in a rapid rise in 
resistance to fracture. Relationships of flaw size and stress 
levei, based on fracture mechanics equations, can be 
ex trapolated into this region, but there is no unique 
fracture-toughness value to serve as an indexible Kc, JJ c, or 
crack-opening-stretch eCOS) va lue for a specific material 
because the section thickness and the compliance of the 
laading system have a great effect on the amount of crack 
extension that occurs from lhe inibal popin. 

The upper curve in Figure 2 illustrates a load·vs
displacement curve for type three instability, wltich rep re
se nts lhe case for a fully plas tic fra clure . Terminal fracture 
accurs after gross plastic strain has reduced the ne t secti on 
sufficiently to force an instability coodition . Necking 
occurs when the net section is reducing at a pace faster than 
that at which lhe metal is being strengthened from strain 
hardening. The crack-extensian rate is dependent upao the 
rate aI which the load can supply lhe energy lhat is being 
absorbed by lhe large plas tic enelave associated with full y 
pias ti c behavior, aod consequently crack-extension rates of 
plastic fracture s are much slower thao those for cracks 
propagated by elastic stmio energy re lease. The effect o f 
flaw size 0 11 frac ture potential in sections with trus high 
levei of fra cture resistance is to reduce lhe net sec tion uotil 
the remaining ligament is overloaded to a plastic instabilily 
condition. 

Microfracture Mode and 
. Fracture Resistivity 

Dne of the overriding metallu rgica l aspects of frac ture 
resis tivity is the mechanism of metal separation . T he stress 
and strain patterns in the plastic zone account for the 
energy absorbed per unil of crack-tip stretch, but the 
microfracture Illode cont rols the aniount of stretch th at 
occurs prior to ffacture. Since the opera tive microfracture 
modes are related to the basic microstructure , impurities, 
and processing conditions, brief discussions of this aspect 
are considered in the fo llowing sections for the more 
important structural meta is. 

Carbol1 and Low-A/loy Sreels 
Conventional stru ctural and pressure-vessel steels , 

which represent the major tonnage of materiais for ali 
engineering appHcat ions, have a low alloy content and 
therefore low hardenability . In general, they have pearlitic 
microstructures after the usua l air cooling from high 
temperatures , fo llowing a for ming o pe ration or a normal
izing heat treatrnent. Two ve r)' contrasting microfracture 
modes are possible in these materia is, c1eavage and micro
void coalescence. Examples of these two extremes in metal 
separation are illustrated by the microfractographs shown 
in Figure 3. These microfracture modes are readily distin
guishable even without magnification because the flat facets 
of cleavage fracture provide a high reflectivity and bright 
appearance, whereas the dimpled surface from microvoid 
coalescence provides an absorptive surface .and dull appear
ance. 

Cleavage fracture occurs when a criticai levei af st ress is 
reached, and this fracture mechanism approaches a true 
tensile ar opening mode type of separation. 4

,5 Any 
condition that results in an increase in yield stress, such as 
dec reasing tem per ature, increasing tri axiality, and increas
ing strain rate, will favor cleavage fracture. A1though some 
stra in hardening may be required to inHiate cleavage 
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CLEAVAGE 

DUCTILE DIMPLE 

FIGURE 3 - El ectron micro$Cope fractographs illustrating 
the two microfracture modes of carbon and low-alloy steels 
with pearlitic microstructures: (a) cleavage, a brittle mode, 
and !b) microvoid coalescence, a ductile mode. Approxi
mately 4000X. 

fracture, once started, cleavage fractures prapagate at high 
rates of speed because very little plasticity or energy is 
associated with the prapagation of this type of fr acture , 
and elastic strain energy can drive the crack . 

When mech anical and therm al cond itions in conven
tional pearlitic steels are su ch that through-section yielding 
occurs and c1eavage fracture stress. can no longer be attained 
even with high strain rates and strain hardening, frac ture 
occurs by microvoid coalescence. The amount of plas ticity 
that precedes total separation when this ductile frac ture 
mode is operative is controlled by the ductility of the grains 
and the number of voids or nonmeta ll ic inclusions. The 
ducility of the metal grains contrais the strain at which 
instability and separation occur, whereas the nonmetallics 
provide void sites that decreasc the size of the stretching 
microligaments and- tend to concent rate the strain_ AI
though the ducti lity of grains can vary, frac ture resistance 
corresponding to crack extension by rnicrovoid coalescence 
is always at a high levei in these materiais , since fracture can 
occur only after a plas tic instabil ity condition h as been 
reached in the net section. 

The two microfracture modes opera tive in conventional 
structural steels provide for two extreme leveIs of frac ture 
resistivity. Fracture can readily be ini tiated at elastic stress 

, 
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leveis when cleavage fracture is the predominant micro
fraeture mode (more than 80% of the seetion), and a high 
levei of resistivity is the result when fracture occurs 
predominantly by microvoid coalescence. Mixed-mode frac
tures between these two extremes lie in a gray area where 
no simple relationship for fracture toughness can be stated 
for a specific material. In this region the interaction of the 
thickness parameter with temperature is of primary impor
tance. 

Since temperature has a strong effect on yield strength, 
it also has a strong effeet 00 the transition from aoe 
microfracture mode to the other. For this reason, the 
transition regiDo from plane strain to plastic frac ture is 
logically related to temperature, and therefore it is termed 
the temperalure lransitiol1. Detailed infarmation con
cerning the interaction between temperature and section 
thickoess for sections in AS33 steel up to 12 inches thick 
are presented in references 4 and 8. The development of 
performance cri teria for fracture resistance based upon the 
temperature transition is discussed in a later see tion. 

High-Strength Steels 
When steels are designed metallurgical1y to feature a 

high yieId strength, a queneh and temper (Q&T) or a 
queneh and age (Q&A) heat treatment is required. Charae
terization of fracture resistivity for t!lese materiais is more 
than a sim pie involvetnent with a transition between two 
extremes in microfracture mode occurring at ambient 
temperatures. Complex alloying and aceelerated cooling eao 
result in a variety of microstructures wHh contrasting 
ductilities and segregations of hard, nonductile particles 
othe r than nonmetallic ioc1usions. These metallurgical 
features tend to complica te a generalized fracture -safe 
design guide coveriog ali high-strength metais, especia lly for 
welded structures where reheating in the heat-affected 
zones may produce brittle fracture paths. 

Two additional microfracture modes can occur in the 
high-strength steels: grain bouoda ry separation and quasi
c1eavage (Figure 4). These two microfracture m odes, while 
britt le in nature, are not ali bad because normally they 
correspood to a fracture resistivity above that associated 
with the pure cleavage of pearlitic steels. Unfortuoate ly, 
when modest leveIs of fraeture toughness are coupled wilh 
high yield st rengths, the resulting fracture resistance may 
not be above plane-strain fractu re conditions. Mixed-l1lode 
fracture is usually the case for Q&T steels with quasi
cleavage or grain-boundary separation opera tive in the 
central regions and a significant amount af surf.ace material 
separatiog by microvoid coalescence. .- .... 

Section thickness has a twa-way influence on the 
fraeture resistivity of Q&T high strength steeIs beeause the 
most favorable metallurgical micrastructure for fracture 
resistance requires a high cooling rate. Increasing section 
thic~ness and limited hardenability can lead to a fracture
toughoess gradient from surface to center in addition to 
increasing the mechanical constraint. Mechanical eonstraint 
is the principal parameter controlling the traos1tioo from 
plane-strain conditions at ambient temperatu res, since most 
Q&T steeIs have a temperature transition beIow 30 F (-I C) 
if the steeI has been properly alloyed, proeessed, and heat 
treated. 

Fracture toughness must increase in proportion to yield 
strength to maintain the same levei of fracture resistance. 
A-s the metallu rgical techniques for increasing yield strength 
block the formation of dislocations and thereby limit 
ductility, the natural trend is a decrease in fracture 
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FIGURE 4 - Microfracture mechanisms of high·strength 
steels in relation to C" curves. Approxi,flatelv 4000X. 

resistance with increasing yield st rength. Ir a specific 
thiekness is eonsidered, say 1 inch, and the effect of yield 
strength on frac ture toughness is examined, a sharp 
decrease in fracture resistance is observed over a very 
narrow range of yield s trengths. 2 

,3 For premium materiais, 
this slrenglh transitiofl occurs betweeo 180 and 2 10 ksi. 9 

Use of the RAD to provi de analyses for the various 
mechanical and metallurgical interactions affecting mate
riais in the strength transition range will be discussed in a 
later sectioo. 

Nonferrous Metais 
Only titanium and aluminum alloys are considered 

here, but in general, fracture in nonferrous metais does not 
propaga te by a cleavage microfracture mechanism. Separa· 
tion can oceur by quasi-c1eavage, but this brittle micro
frac ture mode 1S normally induced by enviroIlmental 
condi ti ~os wi th a slow ex teosion of the crack from 
(subcritical crack growth). The most common microfrac
ture mode associated with the terminal cracture of non
ferrou s metal sections is microvoid coalescence, but this 
does not- always provide for a high levei of fracture 
resistance as was the case for the eonventional structural 
steels. Plane·strain types of fracture wilh fast propagation 
rates can oceur in high-strength nonferrous metais even 
though the microfracture mode is a ductile , microvoid 
coalescence type. 

UnIike the metallographie features of high-strenglh 
steels, the microstructure of high·strength nonferrous alloys 
may contain , by design, large particles of phases which are 
hard and essentially brittIe. This metalIurgieaI feature is 
found in some high strength aluminum alloys where a 
highly ductile matrix tends to compensate for large 
quantities of hard aod brittle phases. The soft matrix acts as 
a crack blunter and local crack arresto r, but high leveIs of 
fracture resistance caonot be achieved with a large number 
of hard, brittle particles even though they are coherent with 
the matrix. Fortunately , c1eanliness is not as great a 
problem for nonferrous alloys as it is fo r steel becau.se a 
protective atmosphere is required during melting to coun
teract their high reactivity to atmospheric gases. Except for 
mechanical en trapment , there are no deoxidation proble-ms.. 
but the melt ing point of tramp elements may be lo\\-'. '4--tri.:±. 
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FIGURE 5 - Drop-Weight-Test (OWTI equipment and OWT 
series iIIustrating the sharp increase in dynamic fracture 
toughness above the NDT temperature. 

encou rages grain boundary and film types af segregation. 
The property gradient from surface to center locations 

in Q&T steel products is not a prob lem for nonferrous 
alloys because most metallurgical reactions for strength
ening nonferrous metaIs are diffusion controlled , and the 
hardening reactions are therefore slower than the crystal
lographic reactioos in quenched steels. Slower rne tallurgical 
reactions and higher thermal conductivity in alu minum 
alloys heIp to limit any fo rmation af dele terious micro
structures because Df an insufficient cooling rate. However, 
grain and phase refioement is a more difficu lt problem for 
the oonferrous alloys thao for the steels, and many receot 
improvements in fracture resistivity are based upon thermo
mechanical processes which provide fine-grained micro
structures. 

Performance Criteria for Fracture Resistivity 
The ultimate goal for engineeriog fractu re resea rch is a 

comple te integratioo of the mechanical and metallurgical 
aspects of fracture ioto a single aoalytical mode!. The 
achievement of this goal is in the distaot fnture, especia lly 
for fractures involving oet-sectioo plastic strains, out 
meanwhile practical engineeriog tes t methods and quantita
tive analyses of lest results io lhe more criticai ranges of 
fracture resistance have been developed. These engineering 
approaches are based 00 the dominaot parameters affecting 
the fracture resistivity of variou5 alloy systems. For 
example, lhe developrnent of performance cri teria for 
cooventional carbon and low-alloy steels concerns the 
temperaturc transition; the developmen t of performance 
cri teria for high-streogth steels takes ioto accoun t the 
temperalure transition, but lhe key feature is the strength 
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transition; and deve loprnent of performance crite ria for 
nonfe rrous alloys concerns only the strength Iransitioo. 

Procedures for developing performance cri teria for 
design applications involve the trans lation of empirical test 
result s io to da ta more directly related to structural termi
nology. This translat ion i5 provided by analysis diagrams 
which display mechanical behavior throughout the transi
tion regioos. The diagram appraach pennits development af 
the interrelatianships between various metallurgical and 
mechanical parameters, which can bt usoo also for allay 
and process development as wel1 aS fracture- safe design 
concepts. Much of the te rminology of the analysis dia
grams, especially the Fracture Analysis Diagram , is already 
c011lmonplace, and the general accep tance af the Ratio 
Analysis Diagram is rapidly expanding as high-strength 
materiais come ioto more general use. In the fol1owing 
sections, atten tion is fo cused on the recent coupling of 
fracture-mechan ics lheory to test procedures and to the 
transition analysis diagrams. For detailed discussions of 
fractu.re_-~afe design proeedures and material eharaeteriza
tions, the reader is referred to various selected references. 

Test Methods for Measuring 
Fracture Resistance 

NDT (Nil-Ductility-Transition) Test 
The levei of fracture resistance at the NDT temperature 

has beeo defined by the mechanical conditions specified in 
the test method, ASTM E208. A pieture of the equipment 
and a series of specimens tested in incremen ts of IOF are 
shown in Figure 5 to il lustrate the test method and the 
transition in performance tha t is obtained at the NDT 
temperature . 8elow the NDT tempera lure, fractuTe resist
ance is so low (ni! ducti lity) that plane-strain fract ures can 
be initiated fram srnall flaws and dynamie-yield stress 
leveis. Local dynamic st rain rates can be caused by eithe r 
rapid loading or statie loading plus small popins from brittle 
weld regioos such as are strikes. Using the average flaw size 
that is obtained fram the brittle weld bead crack starter and 
a bendiog load in a DWf speeimen, the levei of fracture 
resistanee at the NDT temperature has recently been shown 
to eorrespond to a Kld / Oy, = 0.5 (reference 8) . This 
definition in fractu re-mechanics terminology permits the 
determination of an NDT temperature using other test 
methods which pravide rneasuremen t of fracture resistivity 
in terms of the dynamic plane-strain stress-intensity factar , 
Kld. The leveI of fracture resistivity corresponding to a 
KId/ayS ratio of a 0.5 transla tes into a requiremen t for a 
minimum section of 5/8 inch to ach.ieve adequate con
straint for a plane-strain fracture. In other words, use of a 
specimen less than 5/8 inch thick, such as the Cv specimen , 
to establish a fracture-toughness value corresponding to the 
NDT temperature, iovolves an elastic-plas tic fracture condi
tion rather thao a plan-s train elastic fracture condition. 

DT(Dyllamic Tear) Tesl 
The Dynamic Tear test method measures the intrinsic 

resistaoce to the propaga tioo of frac ture as a function of 
section thickness. Two specimen designs, 5/8 iI1ch and 1 
inch thick, are shown in Figure 6. Most af the fracture 
resistivity studies at NR L on high strength metais have 
utilized the I in ch thick specimen, and a standard rnethod 
for conducting the 1 inch DT test has been prepared. 1 o The 
development of an ASTM standard method for conducting 
the DT test is currently being considered by a sub com
mittee of ASTM E-24. 

, 
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FIGURE 6 - Features of 5/8 inch and 1 inch DT test 
specimens. The 5/8 inch OT specimen (top) features a 
machine slit with a knife-edge-sharpened notch tipo The 1 
inch OT specimen (bottom) features a brittle electron beam 
weld, which is also used for the 5/8 inen DT, as desired. The 
broken halves of the 1 inch OT specimens illustrate brittle 

and ductile type fractures. 

The DT tesl melhod has been eXlended to include 
specimens up to 12 inches lhick and weighing 4580 pounds. 
This experimental program has c10sed the ultimate link 
between lin ear-elastic ffacture mechanics and the transition 
in ffacture resistance with temperature. The limit condi
tions for holding a plane-strain stress state in conventional 
structural steels at high temperatures, and thereby postpone 
and possib ly eliminate the transition in fracture resistivity 
with lemperature, has until recently been a matter of 
speculation. Use ofvery thick sections in AS33 steel for lhe 
construction of reactor pressure vessels prompted the AEC 
to procure several plates of 12 inch thick materiais for lhe 
purposes of establishing the validity of a significanl 
temperature transi tion and a Fracture Analysis Diagrarn for 
thick section mate rial. The major portion of this pragram 
has been completed, and the existence of a limit transition 
temperature range (LTTR) has been proven. lrwas found 
that the maximum shift of the midpoint in the temperature 
transition is to a 60 to 80 F (33 to 45 C) higher 
temperature. Thus, the temperature which relates to the 
dynamic plane-strain Iimit for tbis steel can be deduced 
simply by conducting 5/8 inch DT lests and then adding 
the temperature increment to indicate lhe midpoint (FTE) 
temperature? ,3 The Fracture Analysis Diagram for specific 
cases involving a variety of section thicknesses can be 
derived for most engineering purposes for materiais with a 
high levei of fracture resistivity in plastic fractu res or upper 
shelf conditions. 

DT-NDT 
The breakaway fram plane strain conditions at the 

NOT temperature 1S readily apparent in the dynamic tear 
energy-vs-temperature relationship as illustrated in Figure 7. 
As fracture resistance overcomes the constraint of a deep 
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FIGURE 7 - The correspondence between results of the 
DWT-NDT test and me DT testo The fracture resistance levei 

of steel at its NDT temperature is equivalent to a Kld/ays == 

0.5 ratio (9) which is the limit of the plane-strain measuring 
cal"ability of a 5/8 inch DT specimen. The rise in fracture 
energy and change in fracture appearance of the specimens at 
the NDT temperature document the transition from plane 
strain (elastic) to high·ductility plane stress (plasticl fracture 
for a steel which develops high-shelf-Ievel fracture toughness. 

notch, fracture toughness rises until a maximum value is 
achieved. Using a 5/8 inch DT specimen and measuring the 

·DT energy, a direct correspondence in the mechanical 
behavior of steel in this section size and in the NDT 
specimen is observed. This correspondence in behavior has 
been observed for the braad qmge of pearlitic steels where 
sharp, unambiguous NOT temperatures are readily obtained 
with the standard test method. The fracture-mechanics 
analysis of th is behavior ties in with engineering experience 
inciuding the observation of shear lips approximately 1/1 6 
il1 Ch deep at lhe NDT-temperature and a rapid rise in lateral 
contraction Or through-thickness yie lding for sections 
approximately I inch thick at temperatures sligh tly above 
NDT. The increa~e in surface shear is indica tive of 
through- thickness yielding and loss of plane strail1 con
straint with correspon·ding rapid rise in fracture resistivity. 

Cv-NDT 
The LTIR for conventional structural steels is suffi

cien t1y steep in the Kld/"ys = 0.5 range (NDT conditions) , 
so lhat the relationships for Charpy V and 5/8 inch and I 
inch OT energy as a function of temperature have a elose 
correspondence. It is not surprising that the Cv index of 10 
ft·lb corresponded to fracture initiation conditions fram 
small are strikes in the ship plate steels of World War 11. 
This levei of energy corresponded to the toe of the 
transition cu rve for Charpy V energy as illustrated in Figure 
8. The study of World War 11 ship steel fractures also 
provided anoU,er index of 20 ft· lb for fracture propagation. 
Within this narrow temperature range corresponding to a 
change in the Cy energy from lOto 20 ft·lb, a sharp rise in 
fracture resistance occurred. 

Unfortunately, the same Cy energy index of 10 ft ·lb 
does not correspond to the NDT levei of fracture resistance 
for the broad range of cOllventional steels because of me 
variation in the sensitivity of each steel to the shalJow 
notch and the limited constraint of a la mm section. A 
unique index for the Cy energy value for each stee1 is 
therefore required to correspond to IDl temperarure 
conditions. A Cy energy value may be used as a perform-
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initiation, propagation. and arrest plates at t he failure 
temperature. 

ance criterion for specification purposes when the Cv index 
occurs within the transition regiao cf the Cv energy
temperature curve. However, caut ion must be exercised 
when Cv criteria are extended to steels wirh meta llurgical 
features resulting from Q&T or Q&A heal lrea tments 
because for some af these steels the entire Cv energy
temperature relationship is displaced to lower temperatu res 
in the amounl of 120 F (49 el.,,2 

C,rDT 
The C" test cao also be used to provide ao index af 

plastic fra cture resis tance. A comparison of upper-shelf
levei C" values to Dl energy values is shown in Figure 9 , 
where a direc t correspondence in energy va lues is noted. 
lhe correlanon band is suffiClently broad , howeve r, so thar 
Charpy V energy values must be used with caution as 
performance criteria because the geometrical Iimitations of 
the Cv specimen become more criticai with many of the 
higher slrength stee ls and ali of the nonferrous all oys.' 

The general avai lability of the Cv test equiprnent and 
familiarity with the test method is an advantage in using a 
Cv performance criteria for fracture resistance. However , 
when materiaIs are highly segregated, such as in welds, and 
when materiais have fracture resistivity characteristics that 
do not feature a significant effect of temperature at a 
fracture-resistance leveI corresponding to a K ld loys ratio of 
0.3 to 0.6 , performance cri teria can be more precisely based 
00 dynamic tear energy values ob tained with a 5/8 or 1 
ioch DT test. The DT test not only featu res a precise value 
for constraint , but it also samples a larger amount of 
material for evaluatiao. 

DT-Klc 
Since the Dynamic Tear test provides a measure for the 

natural propagation resistance of frac ture, it is not sur
prising that a close correla tion exists between the plane
strain st ress-intensity factor of fracture mechanics and 
dynamic-tear energy. The correlation between KJc and DT 
energy for a variety af high-strength stee ls is presented in 
Figure 10, where the Hmit for valid Klç measurement with 
1 inch thick specimens is indicated . The e10se correlat ion 
between the fracture toughness va lues measured with the 
DT test and valid KI c tests provided lhe first coupling 
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steel. 

between an engineering type of tes t and a Iinea r-elas tic 
fracture mechanics parameter. As a resu lt of this achieve
ment, DT energy values could be translated into KIç values 
making available a fracture-mechanics analysis where condi
tions for plane-strain fractu re pertain. Use of the analytical 
capabili ty of fracture mechanics is read ily accomplished 
with the assistance of flaw size diagrams (as shown in 
Figure I I) wlúch display graplúcaJJy the re lationslúps 
between criticaI flaw sizes and stress leveis. The Klc /Oys 
ratio normalizes the fracture toughness valuc KJc to yield 
strength , and this ratio is indicative of a specific levei of 
fracture resistance which corresponds to equal mechanical 
performance in ali structural metais. 

, 
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FIGURE 11 - Relat ionships between criticai flaw size and 
stress as a function of KlclOys ratio. The relationships are 
calculated from a fracture-mec hanics analysis for a surface 
flaw and plane-strain stress 5tate. Section size requirement for 
a plana-strain fracture is indicated by the B seale in the 
riçtlt-hand plot . 

FIGURE 12 - Generalized Fracture Analysis Diagram (FAOl. 

Analysis Diagrams and Performance Cri teria 

The Fracture Analysis Diagram for Carbon and Low-Alloy 
Sleels 

The original Fracture Analysis Diagram (FAD), Figure 
] 2, was intended to provi de a mechanical analysis for lhe 
temperature transition that occurred in the -fr.aç~ure resist
ance af carbon steels in sections ranging from 5/8 to 
approximately 3 inches thick. As previously stated , the 
F AD procedure for fracture-safe design has been extended 
recently to include sectlOns up to 12 inches thick. This 
achievemem proved the existence of a limit condition for 
plane-strain frac ture and thereby estab lished the concept of 
the Iimit transition temperature range (LTTR). The LTTR 
is a metallurgical barrier to plane-strain fracture in the 
conventional structu ral steels. Detailed discu ssions con
cerning the development and·use of the FAD for selecting 
performance cri teria and for fracture-safe design are 
provided in references 2 and 8. 

The rnechanical conditions for brittle fracture ini tiation 
are indexed in the FAD to the NDT temperature. The 
diagram indicates that at this cri ticai temperature and 
below, carbon and low-alloy steels have sufficiently low 
fra cture resistivity so that unstable fracture may be 
in itia ted from srnall flaws, less than 1/2 inch long, under 
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FIGURE 13 - The use of fracture mechanics relationships 
for the fine·scale analysis of f racture resistance at the start of 
the temperature transition for selected section thicknesses. 
The Limit Transition Temperature Range shown is the 
metallurgical limit for plane stra in fracture in A533 steel (41. 

local dynamic loading to yield st ress leveis. The tradeoff for 
increase in criticai flaw size with lower stress leveis is 
indicated on the FAD. Although lhe flaw sizes indicated in 
the original diagram were estab li shed from the analysis of a 
large quantity of service failures, the original flaw size-vs
stress levei relationship h as been vertit1ed by frac ture 
rnechanics calcu lations. 3 As temperature increases above 
the NDT, fracture resistivity rapid ly ri ses, and at NDT +60, 
the fracture transition elas tic (FTE) temperature, fractures 
can no longer be initiated at nominal elastic stress leveis 
regardless of fl aw size. This extensive mechanical analysis 
applies to any conventional structural steel. 

Using the fracture mechanics definition for a plane
strain stress sta te, Beta = (Krclaysl2JB = 0.4, where B = 
thickness, the breakaway points on the LTTR can be 
ca1cula ted for various section thicknesses. The breakaway 
poin ts from plane strain conditions related to lhe LTTR of 
the HSST AS33 steel are shown in Figure 13. The baseline 
fracture resistivity for the · material is indicated by the 
LTTR and labeled as the true Kld fracture relationship 
which is the baseline fracture-resistivity characteristic for 
that steel. 8 Fracture toughness characteristics of specific 
section thicknesses have thei r own temperature transitions , 
and several selected relationships are shown in Figure 13 to 
indica te the rapid rise in fracture resistance as plane strain 
conditions break down. The start of the temperature 
transition is the region of low fracture resistance, and 
fracture mechanics theory can be used for the finer 
defi nition of structural performance in this criticai region. 
The translation of extrapola ted K1d loys ratios in terms of 
criticai flaw sizes can be rnade from lhe flaw size diagrams 
in Figure lI. Although this procedure probab ly results in 
conservative va lues, defining fractuTe conditions quantita
tively beyond the extrapolated curves in Figure 13 is not 
justifiab le, since significant amounts of net-section plastic 
strain then precedes fracture. Plastic strain cnteria for this 
high levei of fracture resistance are currently in the research 
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stage cf development. It should be pointed Qut, however) 
lhat at this levei Df fracture resistance , fine-se ale definition 
af flaw sizes i5 no longer needed to fetaio a h igh levei af 
structural integrity . 

Ratio Analysis Diagram for High-Strength Steels 
The Ratio Analysis Oiagrams (RAOs) have been under 

development since 1962, and the concept is intcnded to 
provide an interpretation af the relationship between 
fracture resistivity and yield strength lev<l for a broad range 
of high-strength metais. The current, generalízed RAO for 
steels 15 presented in Figure 14, where the regions for 
variaus types of steels are indicated. The upper bound af 
fracture resistivity over the fuH range af yield strength is 
called the Technological Limit Line because it indicates the 
current state-of-the-art production of premium mate riais. 
The sharp transition in fracture resistivity with an increase 
in yie ld strength as shown by the various types of steel is 
termed a strength trallsition. Although the position of the 
strength transitian on the basic RAD was es tablished wi'th I 
inch thick materiais, the fracture resistivity of other 
thicknesses can be deduced from the I inch OT data. The 
Klc loys ratio Iines on the diagram indica te equivalents in 
mechanical performance, and translation of performance in 
terms of criticaI flaw size-vs-steel levei relationships can be 
obtained graphically from these diagrams, as previously 
described, using Figure 11. 

Valid relationships for the linear-elastic fracture 
mechanics portion of the analysis provided by the RAO is 
maintained up to a ratio of approximately 1.0, which 
corresponds to a thickness requirement of 2-1/2 inches for 
a valid plane-strain stress state. When sections thicker than 
3 inches are analyzed , additional consideration must be 
given to metallurgical gradients. The true assessment of 
resistivity is an integrated value for the total section, since 
only a small center portion may be involved in plane-strain 
fracture. Surface flaws may never initiate an instabiJity 
fracture in thick sections involving h igh Kl c values because 
of the drag of the crack border, which is under plane stress 
conditions at surface locations. For this reason , ratio Unes 
above 1.0 are condensed, and RAO positions above the line 
labeled infinity (=) are considered to represent no potential 
for fracture instability at elastic stress leveis. Therefore, 
when the DT energy value for a material lies above the 
infinity ratio line, projections for criticaI flaw sizes can no 
longer be made using linear-elastic fracture mechanics 
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FIGURE 15 - Metallurgical zoning of the RAD which 
~fines the effects of specific meWng practices. These include 
air - melting under slags (AI R). vacuum·induction melting 
(VIM). and vacuum-arc melting (VARJ. A combination of 
these is indicated by the VIM·VAR notation (9). 

relationships since net-section y ielding will always precede 
fracture even for thick section material. 

F or general use af the RAO analysis, mechanical 
performance can be classified into three categories. Below 
the ratio of 0.5, ali materiais are very brittle and criticai 
flaw sizes are sufficiently small to preclude reliable detec
tion by nondestructive inspection methods. Structures with 
thick sections in materiais with this low levei of fracture 
resistance must be proof tested to prove the absence of 
oversize flaws. For materiais which lie between the ratio of 
0.5 and infinity, consideration must be taken of the 
thickness of the section. If the sech on thickness is adequ~te 
for plane-strain instability frac ture, then fracture·mechanics 
re lationships may be used to determine the maximurn flaw 
size that can be to lerated. If plane strain conditions do not 
pertain, performance cri teria can be based on flaw sizes 
estimated from extrapolated K1 c/oys ratias using the 
procedure described previously for the temperature transi
tioH. For materiais which lie above the ratio line, labeled 
infinity , flaw size is considered only as a reduction in net 
section, since structural failure can occur only by plastic 
instability. 

Knowing what conditions may be encountered in 
service, we can readily use the analytical power of the RAD 
to opt~mize tradeoffs with respect to yield strength, 
quality, inspection standards, and design refinement. For 
general engineering design , the rea l va lue of the fracture
mechanics input to this type of analysis is the precise 
definition of the boundary condition s for potential fracture 
at elastic stress leveis. 

An example of the use of the RAO to provide an 
analysis for the interaction between metal quali ty, as 
affected by melting practice, mechanical performance , and 
yield strength levei, is taken from a recent study of steels in 
the strength transition region.9 a summ ary of strength 
transitions as a funchon of melt ing practice for four new 
mate riais is presented in Figure 15, where the strength 
transition occurs in the yield-st rength range of 180 to 21 0 
ksi for 1 inch material. The foll owing four steels are 
included in this study' 18Ni-8Co-3Mo, 12Ni-5Cr-3Mo, 
9Ni-4Co-O.2C, and 18Ni-8Co·2Cr-1 Mo-O.I C. 

From the RAD position of air-melted steel , it is readily 
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FIGURE 16 - Metallurgical zoning of the RAO for the three 
generic classes of titanium al loys (11). 

apparent that any air-melted material in the 180 to 2 10 ksi 
yield strength range would not be suitable for high 
performance structures, even for designs and fabricalio n 
quality which would lirnit teosile stresses to lhe elastic 
range; i.e. , no plastic llinges and no 3X stress concentrations 
permitted. 00 the other hand , it is noted tllat a great 
improvement in perfor mance is achieved by a doub le 
vacuum-rnelting process (vacuum-ind uction melting af base 
materiais and vaCUUTTI·arc remelting) which places ali 
materiais with up to 200 ksi yield strength above the rat io 
1.0Iine. 

One af the most significaot aspects af the fracture 
'resistivity af steels is the steepness af the slope of the 
Technological Umit Une within a very narrow range of 
yield strengths (I80 to 210 ksi). Quantitative information 
concerning the relationship meta l quality and yie ld strength 
on fracture resistance for this criticai range of materiais is 
readiJy provided by tl,e RAD analysis. The advantage of 
se lecting a lower yield·strength levei and a higher relative 
design stress to provide a high levei Df fra cture safety cao 
easily be secn from lhe slope of the streogth transition 
curves. An important forecast can be made also 00 the basis 
of the RAD in Figure 15 , namely that improving the metal 
quality tends to steepen the st rength transition, and for 
steels with yie ld-s trength leveis beyond the current st rength 
traosition above 220 ksi, only low fracture·resistance leveis 
below K1cloys = 0.5 ratios are obtained. It is apparent that 
new innovations in metallurgical design sucJf às- macro
composites, rather thao additional refinement of homo
geneous alloys, may be the approach to high fracture 
resistivity in the ultrahigh-strength steels. 

Ratio Ana/ysis Diagramfor Titanium Alloys 
The meta llurgy of titanium alloys affecting fracture 

resistance concerns primarily two aspects: (1) the matrix 
micros tructure, alpha (HCP), alpha beta and beta (BCC), 
and (2) the oxygen conten!. Oxygen content is perhaps the 
most criticai aspect, since it is frequen tly an intentional 
alloying elemônt for increasing yield strength, but it has 
been shown to have a degrading effect 00 fracture 
resistivity .l 1 

The generalized RAD for titanium alloys is shawn in 
Figure 16 where the large zonal regions of the three types 
of alloys iIIustrate that a broad range of quality is possible 
at any specific yield strength. Alpha alloys are limited to a 
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series of aluminum alloys (121 . 

yield-strength levei of 120 kSi, and materiais with an alpha 
matrix can be procured with fracture resislivity leveis 
sufficient ly high to preclude lhe plane strain type of 
fracture over their entire strength range. 

Bela alloys are ultr<lhigh·st rength materia is, and most 
beta alloys have yield strength leveis above 120 ksi. 
Fracture resistivi ty leveis are correspondingly low with 
RAD posit ions below the ralio , Klcl oy s = 1.0 line. The 
fracture resistance of these alloys is frequen tly degraded 
when they are welded , and fortunately the development of 
improved, weldable alloys of tl,e beta type may be 
expected in the near fulure. 

Metallurgically, the development of alpha-beta alloys is 
aimed at optimizing the fracture resistance of the alpha 
system with the high yield slrength of the beta system. The 
alpha-beta alloys cover the criticai strength transition range 
af yield strengths. Close control of processing, hea t 
treatment, and oxygen content is required to maintain a 
fracture resistivi ty above the Klc/Oys = 1.0 line. 

No Cv index scale appears on the titaniuJ11 RAD 
because the Cv specimen does not provide a sensitive index 
to lhe fracture resistance compared to that provided by the 
DT test ar the Kl c te st. Interpretation of Cv energy is 
difficult, and since the Df test provides a more discrimi
nating index to the fracture resistivity of these materiais, 
performance cri teria for fracture resistivity have beeo based 
upoo a DT energy va lue for criticai structural app lications 
iovolving thick sections. 

Ratio Ana/ysis Diagram for Aluminum A/loys 
T he RAD for structural aluminum alloys is no! as fully 

developed as that for steels and titanium alloys, but 
sufficient data have been generated to provide a general 

view of tl,e zonal regions of high-strength alloys.12 The 
numerical classification for aluminum alloys separates them 
metallurgica lly and also provides a separation with respect 
to yield strength, Figure 17. Although the absolute frac
ture·toughness va lues (energy absorbed) for aluminum 
alloys are low with respect lo those for steels aod titanium 
alloys, there is a pronounced strength transition from 
plastic fracture to plane-strajo elastic fracture , as there is 
for the high-strength steeIs and titanium alloys. 

The aluminum alloy system is metallurgically different 
than that for the steels and titanilim alloys in that there is 
less variation in fracture resistivity for a specific generic 



alloy. Also the on ly alloys in the strength transition r.nge 
are lhe 6000 series al1oys, and all others are either above 
the Kl c/Oy s = 1;,00 fatio line or below the 1.0 fa tio line. 
Aluminum alloys with yie ld strength leveis above 60 ksi are 
in lhe 7000 series, and ali Ulick-section (> 0.6 inch) 
material at this strength levei Iies below the britt le 
bOllndary Df Klc/ays = 0.5. 

No Cv scale appears on the aluminum RAD shown in 
Figu Te 17 because Cv energy va lues are d ifficu 1t lo 
interpret , and lhe fuI! range extends an ly from 5 to 25 
ft·lb. Cv energy has beco crilicized as being too insensitive 
to changes in lhe slructur<ll performan ce cf aluminum 
alloys, and Ihcrefore further development of úle DT energy 
charactcrizatioIl af alulllinulll all oys is bei ng encouraged by 
lhe Meta l Properties Counei\. 

Since lhe DT test provides a more precise index to lhe 
analyticé.ll procedures of fracture mechanics, this new 
informat ion will provide rapid assessmenl of structural 
performance wilh a degree of accuracy sufficient for most 
engineering applications without resorting to an expensive 
fracture mechanics test for material acceptance cri teria. 

Summary 
The traditiona l engineering approach to fa ilure-safe 

design using low nominal stresses is rapid ly becaming 
obsale te wi th the developmellt of more ratiana l design 
procedures and fracture technology. Most conventional 
engineering slruclures will retain unrefined de tails where 
plastic st rain will be encountered, and lhe only recourse to 
achieving a high levei af st ructural integrity is an adequate 
levei of resistance to frac ture . Fracturc technology has 
made !llany significant advancements in recenl years, and a 
major mi lestone WllS reached when lhe traditianal engi
neering approaches, including the temperature transition 
concept, were coupled to the analytical capability of 
linear-e last ic fracture mechanics. 

A prerequisite to an understanding of the engineering 
approach to fracture sa fety is recognition of characteristic 
metallurgical fea tures of the various alloys around which 
1110dels for defining fraclure resistivity are deve loped. The 
principal metallurgical aspec ts of fraclure resistivity are 
microfracture mode, quality, and the tradeoff of ductility 
for increased yield strength. 

Frélcture-safe design models with the conventional 
pressure-vessel and st ructural steels are based on the 
transition in the microfracture mode from c1eavage to a 
ductile fracture within a narrow temperature range. The 
overall model is called the Fracture Analysis Diagram 
(FAD) which displays the relationship betwcen Úle criticai 
mechanical factors (stress, flaw size, and section thickness) 
within the temperature transition region. If ooe is forced, 
for economical reasons, to use conventional steels in the 
temperature range where plane-strain fracture at elastic 
stress leveis is a possibihty, fine-scale definition of criticai 
flaw sizes can be obtained with a supplementary diagram 
wh.ich presents tlaw size-vs-stress relationships as a function 
Df K1 c/a ys ratios. 

Fracture toughness indexes to the FAD and RAD 
analyses are oblained with ei ther lhe DWT-NDT , the DT, o r 
the Cv• test. The Cv test serves as a secondary test to the 
DWT -N DT and the DT tests. With the deve lopmenl Df 
relationships between the results of engineering fracture 
tests and fracture mechanics stress-intensity parameters Klc 
and Kld, it i5 not necessary to conduct valid fracture 
mechanics tests to make practical ut ilization of the quanti 
tativeness of fracture mechanics theory. 
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Fracture-safe design models for high-strength steels and 
nonferrous all oys are based upon the requirement for 
increasing fracture toughness with increasing yield strength. 
The model for providiog an analysis for fracture resistivity 
of these materiaIs 1S called the RAD, which provides an 
interpretation af fracture resistance sufficiently accurate 
for most engineering uses. Inputs to the RAD are DT 
energy , Cy energy, and yield strenglh. The general levei Df 
performance can be readily determined with the regional 
position on the diagram from the proximity to criticai 
K1c / oys ratio lines. Fine-scale definition of criticaI tlaw 
size-vs-stress relationships can be obtained from flaw size 
diagrams which are based 011 fracture mechanics equations, 
as described above. If the use of a materia l with a K1c/ayS 
ratio less than 0.5 is required because of stre.ngth-to-weight 
restrictions and if the section thickness exceeds 5/8 inch, 
conduct ing valid fracture mechanics tests is recommended 
together with proof testing as a final inspect ion procedure 
for flaws. For materia is with a fractu re resistivity signifi
cantly'" ou.tJ;ide of that for unstable fracture at elastic 
stresses, precise definition of criticai flaw sizes is unneces
sary. Flaws in structures of materia Is with high leveis of 
fracture resistivity serve only to decrease net sec tions to the 
point where plastic instab ility occurs. 

Conclusions 
On the basis af the information presented in this 

interpretive report, the following conc1usions are stated 
concerning the status of the engineering approach to 
fracture -safe design using fracture-toughness va lues as per
formance criteria. 

I. The coupling between eilgineering fradure tests (Cv 
and DT) for measurement of fracture resistance and 
linear-elastic fracture mechanics theory has been achieved. 

2. Interpretive diagram systems (FAD and RAD) hav.e 
been developed which couple the fr.cture toughness values 
from engineering fracture tests to the analytical capabiJity 
of fracture mechanics. 

3. The DT test has lhe capability for measuring a 
broéld range of fraciure toughness extending from the low 
energy region pertainirlg to elastic fractures to the high
energy region pertaining to fu l1 y plastic fracturé. 

4. Difficulties in the interpretation of Cv energy values 
within the transition region (plane st rain to plane stress) for 
high-strength steels and nonferrous stru ctura l al10ys rnay 
limit the use of Cv energy aS a performance criteria for 
certain mate ria is. 
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